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Wranglers Club
Organizes Girls
Softball Team

Jeffrey Is
Honored By
Austin PTA

'Nineteen persons were charged, entered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the City of Murray Court with Judge William
H. (Jake) Dunn presiding. They
were as follows:
W. R. Walston, Jr., unnecessary noise, fined $15.00 costs
$4.50.
T. J. Hoben, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.30.
J. W. Wilson, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
Cradis Colson, public drunkenness, fined $1500 costs $4.50.
Lonnie Tucker, public drunkenness, fined $15.00 costs $4.-

The Wranglers Riding Club
met Monday night at the pen to
A special meeting will be crganize a women's softball
held at the Faxon Elementary team. Twenty-two women have
II have to apologize to Earl
School on Friday. May 9, at 7:30 signed up to play and were
Personal papers and books of
Steele the next time we see
p.m. to discuss the school tax divided into teams.
Robert Glin Jeffrey, principal
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end we looked right at him an
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versity.
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age. They will be released for
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expressing thanks for the deditrying to get things in focus,
restricted use following a proi,
terested citizens are invited and - Women on the Bynum and cated professional service he
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ing.
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all set.
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man
for
John Richardson, South lith
the organization of the
age of federal funds to foster
im. on Chestnut Street in front Street, cold checking, fined society. The location for the seldom missed a homecoming
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Wilson,
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spokesman who also said that ray Woman's Club has express111113 Chevrolet %-ton pickup Apartments, speeding, fined at (MO Ellis Drive in Murray. Murray State University Alumni
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of Sirksey Route One, and a
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for the American Cancer Soc- Corps of Longriflemen.
watershed
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and
control
14E1 Volkswagen two door se- Route One, speeding, fined the organizational structure
iety, to the news media for their
The purpose of the Corps
The Calloway County 4-H
driven by R. E. Webb of $10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- such as By-Laws, Constitution, projects. He served on three
help, and to Mrs. Hassell Kuy- established in 1983 by former
Articles of Incorporation, and major committees during hit Speech and Demonstration conogee, Okla.
lice.
kendall as acting treasurer for Gov. Bert Combs with Col.
said Webb was going
Raymond C. Norman, May- committees will be discussed. tenure in Congress - Public test will be held Saturday, May
the support for the cause by James Van Divier, ElisabethWorks,
Veterans
Affairs
and
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IGA store parking lot field Route Two, speeding, finThe first meeting which was
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he collided with the ed $10.00 costs' $18.00; State held in April was very encour- Mouse Administration.
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Members can enter Boy's
and
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Mrs.
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13owker will be service to cancer patients and
and to the Webb car on the
Vina B. Strange, Indianapolis, ing an interesting talk on the
Speech and the following deor colonial costume, flintlock
haft front part.
Ind., speeding, fined $10.00 costs history of Calloway County by
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of
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Brown Tucker, the society was
Agronomy, Other Engineering,
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now first American Cancer Society is
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tive for the Kentucky Historical
Recreation), Home Furnishings,
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vice-president
of the First Di.s- done locally. Out of the other
A gospel singing will be held Home Management, HorticulSociety, speak. Mr. Woods disGar Station Wagon owned Ly
the bi-annual meeting, selection
cussed the organization of a at the Genny Ridge Pentecostal ture, Photography, Safety and ti-jet PTA.
L. St. John and driven by
forty percent of funds raised by vote of the Board of DirectMrs. Smith has been active in here
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St. John Housden of
and in every American ors of the Corps, and confirmaall phases of PTA serving at
made sugge
1 Route Twos and a 1967
prec
tions on such East in Calloway County, on
Community comes the money tion by the Gov. of Kentucky.
Concord
School,
Lone
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High for vital cancer research that The
All categories will be the
things as
Chevrolet two door hardtop
s and the soc- Sunday at two p.m.
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Lunch will be served at noon. same for junior participants as School, and the McCracken will one day put an end to this
ieties role in th community
maned by Billy lEdmonds and
The activities of the Corps
All interested individuals and Featured on the singing pro- for seniors. The category de- County Council. She has worked disease.
Oven by Jo Ann Edmonds of
are buckskin rendezvous each
in both district and state PTA.
611 Meadowlane.
The many women volunteers May and October, demonstratLEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) - members are urged to attend gram will be The Southlanders signated general is for those She
is
married,
has
three
childemonstration
not
which
do
s
'Henderson. Everyone is
- She police saitt the Rambler Formal dedication ceremonies this meeting in May. For furthof Murray and Calloway Coun- ion matches of shooting, tomafit into the other categories list- dren, and attends the First ty are among the 2,300,000 hawk and knife
was going west on Sycamore for Kentucky's new educational er information contact Danny welcome Io attend.
throwing, and
Presbyterian
Church in May- Americans united to conquer
ed.
Street and made a left turn col- television network ETV are R. Hatcher at 762-6152 from 8
participation in centennial acfield.
giding with the Chevrolet go- scheduled for Friday at the a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Friday and
cancer through balanced pro- tivities throughout Kentucky.
NEON SIGN FIRE
ing east on Sycamore Street.
grams of research, education
HORSE SHOW
end of an educational broad- at 753-8739 after 5 p.m. on
Keeslar plans to compete for
Damage to the Rambler was casters convention which began week-days and week-ends.
and service.
DAR MEET
a position on the ten man comThe Murray Fire Department
Members of the local cancer petitive marksman team which
on the front part and to the here today.
was called to the Murray Motel The Wranglers Riding Club
Chevrolet on the left front
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Gov. Louie B Nunn will hold
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hinder.
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erotingtdah
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Suzanne Moyer and they have
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the Kentucky Chapter of The one son, Kurt, age 2'4. Mrs.
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gaged, or married to the men
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, Na Chapter of Kappa Alpha
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SQUARE DANCE
Singing will be .held. Rev. Diggs,
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Conducting the local door-to- ing and cooler Friday.
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The Boots and
Slippers
door campaign will be the KapParis District, will speak at the
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Club
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have its
pa Department of the Murray
Four persans were cited by morning service at 9:30 a.m.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 3304.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, county chairman for the National Arearitss Faunae's." makes the first
Woman's Club.
the Murray Police Department Sunday School will be held at regular dance at the American
donatron
up 0.2; below dam 307.0, down
campaign
and starts local
Legion building on Saturday,
against arthritis. Looking on are Miss Lyllis Whitford,
on Wednesday. They were for 10:30 a.m.
.sii. Knight
urges everyone 1.7, no gates open.
representing the AOPI sorority, M. Richard Knight of Kappa Department of
May 10. at eight p.m Bill Dunn
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will
Mrs.
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publicity
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city
John
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All
chairman,
square
Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritton,
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their neighbors in this vital cru- 01; below dam 3082, down 1.7.
treasurer, and Hal Leibhart, state arthritis representative. All citizens of Murray are
dancers and spectators are inurged be
driving while intoxicated.
ed at noon.
sade against mankind's oldest
Sunrise 5:55; sunset 7:52.
Mrs. Lowry to support the campaign and help stamp out arthritis.
vited to attend.
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Moon rose 2:10 am.
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Aged Must
Prevent
Accidents

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stan ley F. Voiles, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Accidents killed nearly 30,000
people over 65 years of age last
year, according to the Natioaal
CAN AGED MENTAL
Safety
Council. In addition, acciadored at the Post Office, bturray, Kentucky, for trammissicia se PATIENTS BE
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•
Ipsy it Ste Newspaper°
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on accident prevention for older
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"Handle Yourself With Care,"
leave the hospital?
was written by Dorothea J. LewFor too long the answer has
is, Administration on Aging, and
been no. great progress has
e:=S
Richard J. Winsor, National Safbeen made - in rehabilitating
ety Council.
LEDGER a TIMER FILE
other mentally ill and in reSAILOR HOME TWO WEEKS LATE-TC/1 Eddie Lamb has a
"Even accidents that are coducing the numbers of patients
delayed reunion with his wife and their 17-niorith-o
mmonly regarded as minor can
ld son,
residing in state mental hosTony, beneath the 16-inch guns aboard the USS
be very serious for an older
pitals.
New JerThe funeral of Mrs. H. 0. Smith, age 71, was held today at the
sey. at Long Beach, Calif. The New Jersey, world's
person," states Winsor. "Tripponly
But the older people have not
Sulphur Springs Methodist Church. She died yesterday at the
active batUeship, was returning several weeks ago
ing over a carpet and falling
benefitted much. It has been
when it
Murray Hospital.
was diverted back to Japan during the North Korean
too long assumed that more of
may cause a broken bone. This
crisis
Miss Donna Ruth Grogan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Grogan them were in
may require months of hospitalthe mental inof Murray, won the County 4-H Club Dress Revue.
stitution to vegetate for the
ization or time spent in bed at
Forrest Riddle, manager of Southern Bell Telephone Company rest of their lives and receive
home."
in Murray, revealed today that in the spring of 1960, Murray only custodial care.
care; public education and a spec- Often
an accident of an older
ial
"Carousel
telephone users will be dialirx their own long distance calls.
Workshop"
onSat- person disrupts the lives of his
Now, however, it has been
Miss Rage= Ann Ray celebrated her second birthday with a shown that even long-time,
urday morning.
younger relatives. Children may
The aturday Banquet will be suddenly
party at her borne on May 4.given by her mother, Mrs. Ronald Ray. chronic patients in forgotten
find that their finances
"back wards" can be helped.
followed by the annual business
And time are spent caring for
This has been achieved, on an
meeting of KARC when officers an aging
parent who is recuperexperimental basis, in a large
Will be elected for the coming ating from
an accident.
state hospital.
year and other business will be
As noted In President Nixon's
In the trial program, a ward
voted won by the membership. proclamati
on that designates the
was set up as a sheltered workLEDGES
772021 FILE
KARC is a eon-profit organi- month
of May 1969 as Senior
shop where patients would do
zation representing the interests Citizens
useful
Month, "Handle YourHilda Jo acCamish is valedictorian and Doris Enoch is salutat- parts, work: make small auto
of cittvens groups (associations
package chrome mitt* letSelf With Care" is an action
Mr. David Ray, Executive Dirorian of the senior class of Lynn Grove High School.
for
retarded
children)
in support program. It is intended for use
ters, roll bandages, mike
- Plans are rapidly being put into shape for the coming North-South items for sale. Nothing gift ector of the President's Commi- of the mentally retarded throughby instructors of accident prewas ttee on Mental Retardation will
basketball game which wftl be held at Murray State College on June done merely to "kill time."
out Kentucky.
vention, and is flexible enough
principal
speaker
the
be
the
at
11,
The KARC Annual Conference
Everyone was paid for his
to be used by both the expert
A. 13, Austin was the speaker at the annual banquet of the juniors work and kept and managed 14th Annual Conference of the is open to the public and those
and the novice.
Kentucky Association for Retar- interested
and seniors of Murray High School held last night at the Woman's his money.
in attending may send
The course discusses both accChildren, on May 9 and 10,
ded
Club building.
for registration forms from the idents
Meantime, many changes
in the home, especially
at the Owensboro Motor Inn,
Repairs to a part of Main Street near the college were made this were also made in their living
central office at Route 3, High- those
caused by falls and fire,
Owensboro, Ky,
womb by the state road maintenance department.
quarters.
way 421 East, Frankfort, Ky. and accidents
Mr. Ray will address the annoutside the home,
40601 or register at the Owens- especially
Full-length mirrors were put
those that occur to the
ual dinner' meeting on May 10,
boro Motor Inn on May 9 after older person
in his capacity as a
12:00 nom. He will be intro.
up. as waris calendars and wall
12:00 noon,
pedestrian or driver.
_
•`• -by akilV
di5c1E—Dorirs were Krifrid
bright -cedors.
Long-locked Sr., a member of the President's
doors were unlocked and left Committee on Mental RetardatAll scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is that way. Furniture was re- ion and long time supporter oi
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for placed with attractive, non- mental retardation and mental
hospital furniture.
health programs in Kentucky.
instruction in righteousness. —II Timothy 3:16.
The dining room's long tables Mr. Bingham is editor and pubOnly in the Holy Scriptures do we find a plan 10,
were replaced with small tables: lisher of the Courier Journal
our lives that is sufficient for all of life's problems.
and generally living for the aged and the Louisville Times newspatients became less and less papers.
institutionalized.
Master of ceremonies for the
They were allowed and en- occasion will be Dr. Harry Spar.
ceSraged to wear regular ks, President of Murray Statt
ciothes instead of hospital garb. University. The program will
in.
Nurses and other stiff wore
clude presentation of awards n
street clothes, too. Men were
individuals and organizations degiven free access to shaving mamonstrating outstanding comm.
terials, including razors. Women
had a place to wash and dry unity service to the mentally
their hair, and they could go to retarded,
Mr. Ray has served as Superthe beauty. parlor as well.
let
United Artist!.
There was a remarkable intendent of the Arkansas Children's Colony, Conway, Arkansas,
change in the old people from
a sleepy, sitting-down, dull Consultant to the Special Assisexistence to a busy day of livtant to the President for Mental
ing.
Retardation and previous to his
-Thank God for the work- present position was Director
shop," said one patient, "I'd go of information, Joseph P. Kennecrazy without it."
SUGGESTED FOR GENERAL AUDIENC
dy Jr., Foundation, Washington,
ES
'Results indicate that, device D. C.
frail health, some three-fourths
A "Keynote Dinner" will be
of the elderly mental patients held on Friday evening, May 9,
achieved a higher level of self- featuring Mr. Owen Wemhoff,
care and independence than beAssistant Executive Director of
-T,rt-cq-r0
fore. Many of the group were
-0RJr_
the National Association for Reable to return to work and leave
tarded Children who will speak
the hospital.
on "The National Scene." WemThe older mental hospital
hoff is former Executive Direcpatient can be helped a great tor
of the Indiana Association for
deal when his problems are atRetarded Children,
tacked through an active proThe two day conference will
gram. More action programs
are being developed by private feature werkshops for special
and public agencies—looking education teachers and day care
toward a better future for all of training center instructors; tee..
ns who (Are clubs; residential
our older citizens...
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVIS: WALLACE WITMER CO, IMO
Alifadisea Ain. Memphis. Tenn.; Time A Life Bldg. New York. N.Y.
Detroit. Mich.
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Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

Bible Thoughtfor Today

David Ray To
Speak, KARC
Convention

WELL, YOU SEE, IT WAS LWE THIS . . -When Merle Stone
put out his maple sap buckets, he was standing
on top
of the snow at Gorham,- NH

* TODAY *
thru Saturday

at

Unlike other classics'West Side Stary"grows younger.'
PICOM
mist'

* TODAY *
thru Sahirday

"
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"SUPPORT
YOUR lar
LOCAL —7-* dibb
SHERIFF"
COLOR
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MUM!"
Maw al
N Academy
Awanh!
PANAVISION" TECHNICOLOR' R. mimed a,,United

-- Suggested For Everyone!!

starring JAMES GARNER

ntt I,

Features at 1:00 and 7:30
Admission: Adults 2.141 - Children
1,11

4" PAINT BRUSH with purchase of 2 or more gallonsOp
of paint at retail price!

‘111/4

Glidden

$3.65

WALL
PAPER
10°

gallon

single roll

SPRED-SATIN
Reg. 6.25 gaL

SALE
LOTS -Of PEOPLE PREFER A "GOOD ADDRESS" and this probably is about as good as you can get in Palatine. III.

Glidden

SPRED
LUSTRE
SALE 4.50

as low as

Reg. 7.50 gaL
gallon

•

Carol Tregoff
Gets Parole

parole for the rest of her years.
Still attracuve at age 32, Mr

hair was now its natural brown
shade, and although she put on
weight when she first came to
prison, she was more slender
now than when she began her
By JACK V. FOX
sentence.
Miss Tregoff and Finch were
FRONTERA, Calif. UPI -When
voluptuous, flame-haired Carole finally convicted in 1961 of murTregoff was sentenced to life in
prison at age 22 for murder, she
criea out in court: No, no, no.
I'll be an old woman when 1 get
out."
But in California, prisoners
serving life terms are eligible

for parole after 7 years.
Miss Tregoff, for whose affections Dr. R. Bernard Finch murdered his wife, lost her first
big for freedom in March, 1368,
even though she was described
as a "model prisoner" before
the Women's Beard of Terms
and Parole.
This week, however, she won
approval, and after 10 years inside the California Institution for
women she walked to free4,mThursday - a silent woman'hoping
tgir B liv

WP

tale Tvik ve

on

der and conspiracy after three
sensational trials. The first two

ended in hung juries, mostly
because of the tactics of defense
attorney Grant T. Cooper, the
veteran criminal lawyer who later defended %than B. Sirhau.
Iverne R. Carter, superintendent of the prison, said Miss
Tregoff will live in the Los Angeles area but had asked that her
whereabouts not be revealed.
The parolee's attorney, Donald
R. Bringgold, said she "went
Into seclusion with a girlfriend"
and wanted to avoid the "ordeal
of a press conference." •
Finch, once a wealthy physician at his private hospital, now
is a chaplain's assistant at the
California Institute for Men at
Chino. He was denied parole
last month.

* Elect *

GUY
LOVINS

Outside

Ozite

WHITE PAINT
gaL
SALE
Re5g .

CARPET
TILE
SAT,t.

gallon

as your
State
Representative

HOUSE PAINT
some

as low as

$2.9q
gallon

7 1°
5

Rockspar

No state political organization to
sponsor me.
No past political record to give
you.
I offer prayerful, honest, quality
legislation for ALL the people ALL.
the time.
Guy Lovins

Artists

Odds & Ends
Porch & Floor

VARNISH

PAINTS

Reg. 7.95 gal.

ENAMEL

$2.00 Gal.

Reg.ga
5ngal.
6.
17
10

SALE $2.Y0

500

gallon

quart

,

SALE $4.19

HUGHES4 PAINT STORE

401 MAPLE STREET
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*Kayo Willis
Named Coach
MSU Frosh
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Poor Hitting In Major Leagues Is Being Blamed On Little League

For reasons that ignore logic for Little League and
the M- Bill Freehan of the Detroit Tig- haste to place the
blame for a
and flout statistics, the anemic aumee that it has exercise
d on ers swung lusty bats produced cycle in Baseball that
has come
state of major league baseball the interest and imagination of a
71 homers for the World Cham- full turn many times.
hitting is currently being blamed million youngsters who come out
pions.
Had the situation in 1968 been
on Little League.
of its ranks annually.
Roy White led the New York reversed-a preponderance of sllilt is blatantly defensive on
That the same people who ul- Yankees at bat and
with home uggers arrayed against ineffecthe part of presumably knowled- timately tap this
•
rich source of runs. Danny Cater topped the tive pitching, the
"Kayo" Willis, who coached
chances are,
geable baseball people to seek baseball interest and talent
com- Oakland Athletics at the plate the same self-ordained
the Murray State freshman bascries.;
out a convenient scapegoat for plain with some petulanc that
e,
as
did Glenn Beckett for the would have to set up a wail &Wet.
ketball team last season as a
the dearth of good hitters in the Little League is falling
someChicago Cubs, for which club Little League's failure to pro-.
graduate assistant, has been namajor leagues, it is equally illo- what short of the mark in furand Mickey Stanley added his
Ron Santo likewise contributed duce good pitchers.
t:
med permanent coach of the Murgical
to
reach
and
publish
connishing
polished ball players is a team high of 26 home runs.
third homer as the Tigers mappIt
is
ray frog'.
least
at
an
acknowle
dg-*
clusions
that have no basis in an insult to the dedicated efforts Every
ed a four-game losing streak by
regular of the Cincinnati meat that Little League does
By FRED DOWN
Willis guided the Racer freshof countless thousands of men Reds which
beating the RoyaLs. Price was
NEW YORK UPI - The Muse fact.
had the highest team motivate youngsters who have
men to a 14-8 record last year.
UPI Sports Writer
As
a
multimil
lion
dollar
who
ingive
their time and effort batting average in the National the skill
:stetting because manager Mayo of pro football in the United Statand interest to pursue
A 1953 graduate of Murray
dustry,
Baseball
has
enjoyed
the.to teaching boys disciplines and, League-Rusty
Staub, formerly careers in Organized Baseball.
Larry Dierker, the Houston Smith moved Bill Freehan to first es remained clouded today as' support of a remarkably indulState, Willis was one of the
teamwor
k
and
through
benched
the
the
rudimen
owners
Norm
ts
resumed their meetof the Astros and the nucleus If nothing else Baseball should
Cash.
& most successful high school co- Astros' 22-year-old pitcher, is
gent public which, despite its of the game. And it
also contra- of the New York Mets young be happy to admit that
ings in an attempt to find a suit'" aches in Illinois before return- like most other young pitchers.
there does
growing
disencha
ntment,
clings
dicts
the .record-At least that club-all were products of Little exist
Makes Wild Throw
able realignment for 19'70.
an agency which, by virtue
ing to Murray last year. During He thinks his fast ball is his
to the tradition that baseball Is part of the record
that
Commiss
purports
ioner
League.
Pete
Roselle
his 15 years of prep coaching, best pitch. The difference is
of its stature, integrity and whoGeorge Thomas made a wild huddled with the National Foot- the national pastime. It is any- to show now Little League is
This seems to be fairly good lesome public acceptance, idenhe won 267 games and lost 89 that Dierker is right.
body's
guess
how
long
public
the
turning
out
throw
youngsters who can cross section of the better major tifies the sport
letting in two runs in the ball League owners Wednesday
Dierker showed his over at Equality, Carrier Mills, Pinin its grass
would have remained loyal to throw strikes but can't
hit.
league hitters-but somehow and roots concept through which it
ckneyville, and Lincoln Way High powering stuff is enough to win first inning but then doubled in before today's pint meeting With these grass roots
had it not been
What about the record? What conveniently is
the
deciding
run
the
in
Football
America
the
League
seventh
n
ignored in the remains the National Pastime.
Schools. He also won eight con- again Wednesday night when he
about Carl Yastremzski who batference championships and his struck out 14 batters and pitched as the Red Sox edged Seattle. owners opened.
ted
.301
and
Sonny
slugged 23 home
Siebert went seven innings
Roselle apparently had little
team was ranked among Illinois' a five-hitter in a 6-1 victory whiEWBANK HONORED
runs? Ken Harrelson with 23
ch snapped the Philadelphia Phi- to gain the win while Gary Bell success in trying to persuade
top 15 for eight years.
aNIIIMImm••••••
home runs for the Boston Red
three NFL owners to move their
.4 While a student at Murray, Hies' five-game winning streak. was charged with the loss.
Sox? And Boog Powell of the
Ted Kubiak scored from third teams over to the AFL to create
Dierker was aided by a 13-hit
NEW YORK UPI - Weeb Evrbahe played basketball one and
Orioles with 22 home runs? Wilone-half seasons, dropping from attack which included a three- on a wild throw by centerfielder two 13-team divisions.
nk, who coached the New York lie
Horton, Didk McAuliffe and
Del
Unser
to
cap
a
two-run
The
owners
eighth
have
agreed
on
run
homer by Jim Wynn which
the team after breaking a leg.
Jets to the Super Bowl championHe lettered four years in base- gave him the lead in the fifth inning that carried Oakland past two 13-team leagues with three ship, will receive the "Pro FootInning The 6-foot, 4-inch, 190- the Senators. Kubiak was going divisions in each league. The thr- ball Man of the Year" award on
ball.
ALLEY RETURNS
from first to third on Bert Cam- ee division champions and the
pound
native of Hollywood,Calif.,
In announcing the appointment,
June 3 at the annual dinner of the
paneris'
game
best
-tying
runnerup
single
and
in
each
league
will
New York chapter of the Pro
athletic director and basketball yielded the Phillies' run when
when Unser's throw to third was participate in the playoffs with
coach Cal Luther said he was Johnny Callison homered in the
Football Writers Association.
PITTSBURGH UPI - Shortstop
wild,
Kubiak
the
scored the deciding
survivors advancing to the
most pleased to add Willis to seventh.
Others to be honored include Gene Alley, who has seen limited
run. Rollie Fingers went two Super Bowl.
the permanent coaching staff.
Pittsburgh Steeler owner Art Ro- action ever since a shoulder inInnings to gain his third victory
But unless three NFL teams oney and
Braves Defeat Expos
quarterbacks Joe Nem- jury in 1967, has been returned
$ "Kayo" did a fine job for us
for
the
A's.
agree
to
shift
to the AFL the eth of the Jets and Earl Morrell to the Pittsbur
last season," Luther said."He's
gh Pirate roster.
Jay
Johnston
owners
e singled and
may have to start all of the Baltimore
The Atlanta Braves defeated
had invaluable experience coachThe Pirates optioned utility
Colts.
doubled to drive in three runs over and completely mix up the
the
ing in high schools , and we think
Montreal Expos, 5-3, the
infielder Jose Martinez to their
as the Angels beat the Yankees. two leagues to create the 13- gs, Calif. in March.
he will be a great asset to our San Francisco Giants beat the
Columbus Jets farm club in the
Tom
Murphy
team
went
setups.
7
24
innings
Under the 1966 merger agree- International
program in both coaching and St. Louis Cardinals, 5-3, the
League to make roto
gain
the
If that's the case, the meetings ment between the two leagues, om
victory while Stan
Cincinnati Reds daymed the New
recruiting.
for Alley, who was placed
York gets, 3-0, the Pittsburgh Bahnsen lasted five Innings while could drag on indefinitely. The no definite plan was spelled out on the disabled list before
the
500 No. 4th Street
Phone 753-8944
Pirates topped the San Diego suffering his sixth straight.loss. meetings opened in Palm Sprin- for realigning the leagues.
start of the season.
Padres, 2-0, and the Los Angeles
Dodgers beat the Chicago Cubs,
I •LLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENE
4-2, in other NL games.
RAL STORES EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLA
R GENERAL STORES EVERY DAY IS DOLLA
Phil Niekro retired 17 of the
last 19 batters in pitching his sixth straight complete game, raisC)
ing his record to 5-1 and lowering his earned run average toi
1.47 for the Braves Niekro also
helped his own cause with a
irun-scoring double in a threerun fifth inning rally which tied
National Leer*
the score.
East
Jim Davenport drove in two
W. L. Pct. GI
runs, one with a single in a two19 10 655 —
Cldeikib
18 11 593 2 run third and the other with a
12 12 .500 4% sacrifice fly which drove in the
'A• UL
decisive run in the seventh as
Nye York 12 15 .444
the Giants snapped a five-game
11 16 .407
St Louis
Montreal
10 16 .386 T% losing streak. Gaylord Perry,
LADIES' PERIAA PRESS
weer
In trouble all the way, pitched
W. L Pet GS out of numerous jams to raise
Atlanta
18 9 .867
his record to 5-3 with an eight16 11 .593 2 hitter.
Los Anil
•First Quality
• San Fran. 16 11 .593 2
•65%Kodel. Polyester,
Cincinnati 12 15 .444
*Nylon and Acetate
35% Cotton
Snaps Tie
*Shadow panel
13 17 .433 8%
San Diego
'Pink, blue, yellow and white
9 21 300 10%
Houston
Tony Perez snapped a scoreWedneeday's Results
Lil
less tie with his fourth-inning
'First Quality
CX
Las Ang. 4 Chicago 2, 12 ins. I homer and Jim Merritt and
Clay
0
night
Phila
Houston 6
1,
Carroll combined for a three•100% Cotton
CM 3 New York 0, night
hitter in the Reds' victory over
Fitts 2 San Diego 0, night
*Assortment
the Mets. Merritt struck out
Atlanta 5 Montresi 3, night seven
'Roll Sleeves and
and walked two before
of Colors
San Fran 5 St. Louis 3, eight leaving
in favor of Carroll with
Tedsy's
Probable
Pitchers
Sleeveless
•Sizes 5 to 10
•
one out in the eighth.
All Times EDT
Houston, Lemas-ter 0-4 at Pitcher Bob Veale's run-scor'Plaids, Solids,
Philadielottia, Wise 3-2, 7:35 p. ing single in the second inning
0
and Willie Stargell's sixth homer
Florals and Stripes
of the season accounted for the
Only game echeduled
Pirates' runs against San Diego's
Friday's Games
•Sizes 8 to 18
Clay Kirby. Veale, who struck
Houston at New York, night
•For Years We Have Stocked the
Best
Blouse
out
13,
got
into
trouble in the
Cincinnati at Montreal, night
Buys--This Year is No Exception.
•$7.00 and $8.00
ninth and Chuck Hartenstein caAtlanta at Phila., night
'First Quality
Los Ang at Pi"siburgh, night me in for the save.
Values
Roll Sleeves and SleeveWillie Crawford knocked in the
'\P\
San Fran at Chicago
'Seamless Stretch
less in a Full Array of
San Diego at St Louis, night tie-breaking run with a two-out
'Cinnamon and Gala
Patterns, Prints and
single in the 12th and Willie
Solid
Pastels.
Davis followed with his second
American League
homer of the game as the DodEast
W. L. Pct. GS gers broke their four-game los,'Sizes 32-40
0
Baltimore
20 10 .667 — ing streak. Ferguson Jenkins sut and Sizes
0
Boston
18 10 .815 2 ffered his. Second loss against
5-13 for the
Wash.
16 13 .552 1116 foils victories while relleverJim
Junior Miss
Detroit
12 14 .467 6 Brewer picked up the win.
New York
12 16 .429 7
4
Cleveland
4 19 .174 1216
411
West
American League
W. L Pct. GB
(X
Minnesota 17 8 .680 —
LU
PEFtMA PRESS SLEEVELESS
0
Oakland
16 10 .818 1%
By
STELLE
VITO
NO
Kansas City 14 12 .538 314
UPI Sports Writer
Chicago
10 1.1 .471 6
Calif.
9 14 .991 7
The Chicago White Sox aren't
Seattle
8 17 .320 9
•First Quality
too impressed with the American
Wedneeday's Results
League's "tough" Eastern DivisOakland 5 Wash 4, night
•se% rayon, 50% cotton
ion.
Calif 4 New York 2, night
°First Quality
Chicago invaded Baltimore,
• Boston 5 Seattle 4, night
Our Broad
•Floral print
which had ripped throogh 28 gamDetroit 8 Kan City 2, night
•Roll
Sleeve
s
&
Sleeve
less
es with 20 victories against EastMinn 10 Cleveland 3, night
Selection of New
on white
Chicago 6 Belt 4 night
ern Division foes and was looking
•50%
Polyes
Handb
ter,
ags Offer
50%
Cotten
Today's Probable PItcbart./
s. like the soundest team in baseground
No games scheduled
ball. The Sox promptly beat the
Style, Function
Friday's Games
Orioles two straight. The second
:
nd Variety.
New Yost at Oakland, night
•Solids, Floral,
victory was by a 6-4 score Wed"Sizes to 11
&ikon at (alifornia, night
nesday night with rookie Bill
'Straw and
Washington at Seattle, night Melton driving in three runs,
Checks & Stripes
Minnesota at Detroit, night
two of them with a fifth inning
Vinyl in many
ie Chicago at Cleveland, night
triple that highlighted a threeshade
s of
Kansas City at Balimore. night run rally.
•Sises 7 to 14
Brown
, Beige,
The loss sliced Baltimore's
›TOURS U. S.
s
lead to just two games over
Red,
Black
NEW YORK 071 — Jesse A. Boston, which edged Seattle, 5-4,
0
and White.
•Values of $4.95
Pardue, president of the Ama'Penny Lostiers And Straps With
In the other American League
teur Athletic Union AAU an- games, Minnesot
The
New
Rounded Square Toe.
Values
a drubbed Clenounced Monday that the So- veland,
'Black. Brown, Red and Cobbler
10-3 Detroit topped Kanbeginning at
viet Union's Olympic basket- sas
Tan.
City, 6-2, California topped
'Sizes 5 to 10
ball team will make an eight- New
$2.98
York, 4-2,and Oakland edged
sane tour of the United States
Washington 5-4.
A in June.
Harmon sillenr ow droaii
The RUMUJUIS will play teams
comprised of top college sen- three runs with his sixth and
seventh homerssand Jim Kant
iors and AAU players.
pitched an eight-hitter to lead
the Twins past the Indians. Luis
About 200,000 Americans Tient
was tagged with his sixth
will be saved from cancer this
straight
loss.
detectio
early
n and
year by
Jim Price's second hit of the
prompt treatment according to
EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOLLAR GENERAL
STORES EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY
this American Cancer Society, season was his second homer
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Surprise Party Is
Miss Cheryl Jones
Given In Honot Of Honored At Shower
Cynthia Humphreys Humphreys Home
Gionthia

Lipase &

•

TIMER

—

MAL MAW r Mrs.J. B.Burkeen
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Mr. and Mrs. William E.
BEST SELLERS
Peary were honored by their
fUrt
family on tbe occasion of their
tareeseel Peilleesse* Ireseir)
Silver Wedding anniversary
Mane
Sunday, April 30, is their
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT home.
Mkt Roth
THE SALZBURG CONNECTION Helen Machina
Mr. and Mrs. Peery were MU.
tied April 17, 1164, in Niger A SMALL TOWN fN GERMANY John LeCaire
loon. Ohio. They have three
children, Mrs. Robert (Janice) FORCE 10 FROM NAVARONE Alistair MacLean
Mrs. Death (Phyllis)
Nesbitt, and Joan. They have AIRPORT - Arthur Hagsy
one grandchild, Andrea Nen PRESERVE AND PROTECT Alm Drury
bitt.
A WORLD OF PROF/T Louis Auchincloss
Refreshments of wedding THE GODFATHER Mario Puso
cake and punch were served to
THE VOYEUR the guest&
Henry Sanaa
Those attending were: Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. Dwain Nesbitt and
family, Miss Joan Peery, Miss
Magrielene Manning, Mr. and
SAVE NOW
Mrs. Walter Peery, Mr. and
BALDWIN ORGANS
-Mn. Brent Manning Mr. and
MILLIS PIANOS
Mrs. Toy Lee Barnett and famKIMBALL
PIANO
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Max Maiming
BALDWIN PIANOS
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i ed Methodist Church will meet
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live and permanent flower ar- she related throe scenes trom
at the church at seven p.m.
Month et May
reagens*s and specimens from Rachel Peden's "Rend Free.
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the members gardens highlight- The first was theirairii uatThe Creative Arts Depart- ed
the reviews presented by tifaction of blackberry picking
/ meet of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet at the dub *re* Ben" Hodges who was on a steamer day; the salad
4.1
MN.
house st 9:30 am. with a ha- eintroduced by the program the sensuous delight of mead
covered
hillside
a
reclined
with
cheon at 11:30 am. Make reCONSULTANTS:
7514809
servations by Friday with Mrs. Wells Purdom, Z. C. EnLv., Mor- in bloom in the spring to be
I Myrtle Mae Grogan ___ 753-1365
811s Allison
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS UNTIL 8:80 PM..
Jack
Andersen or Mrs. Ed Over- gan cisk, Allen Russell, and followed in only a few days
• •
Glen
er
753-6130
i Deborah Hwy'Darnel ___ 753-7541
with the white of dogwood.
Richard Orr.
I LI I-U I 9 9 5 ILJULLU.,`
o bey
Barbara
Baxnett
_____
Kay Hart Gregory — 753-7134
753-8558 i
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o Ann Cbleon _
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753-7618
The Theta Department of the tranquility occasioned by the
The Sigma Department of the
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7113-7713
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Earleen
Doran
753-8970
753-6917
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The second excerpt was from
G. wneen, mre. Ben
Trevithan, and Miss Martha Jesse Stewart's hash."The Year
of My Rebirth". This tells the
Geier.
• ••
story of his mental images during his preconacious hours following his heart attack in Murray as be lay in the hospital
here. As a little boy he was
loitering along the way to get
the milk cow, followed by his
The Murray Alumnae chap- mother's voice calling to him
ter ad Sigma Sigma Sigma en- so loud and clear to stop entertained the padusting sen- joying the woods and nature
iors of Alpha Chi chapter with around him, and get along. She
an informal barbecue supper at made so real the sights and
the City Park on Wednesday, sounds of Stewart's narrative of
April 30.
this period that her audience
This is the senior send off hard and felt his experience
given each year for girls leav- most vividly.
ing the University chapter and
A short but emotion-pecked
entering alumna life.
excerpt from Edna St. Vincent
Jane Hull, Alunmae chapter Millay's poem, "Renascence"
chairman, invited the girls to concluded this most delightful
loin or form altunnee groups afternoon program. The departwherever they are going. Ruth ment expressed appreciation to
Pace and Annie Knight dis- Mrs. Hodges for her willingness
owned the obligitioos and pri- to share
her time and her most
vileges in this new phase of unusual talent with
them for
soneity life.
this meeting.
Pam Garland, past vice-pres- The
devotion was conducted
ident of Alpha Chi chapter, was
Mrs. George Hart on the subpresented an engraved silver by
ject, "Cloister Gorden", wing
julep cup from the alumnae Ecclesiastes
2:Zt: For what bath
group. She had been chosen by
srasj(\nf all his labor, and of
her collegiate sisters as the
thltvexation of his heart, whereoutstanding senior of 1909.
This is a coveted award given in he bath labored under the
only to a girl whose loyalty sun?"
A short business session was
and dedication to sorority have
neon apparent through her col- conducted by the chairman,
Mrs. J. B. Wilson. Reports were
lege years.
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Honored Recently

SALE

wank

Lonardo Piano

Vaal=

Mothers Day Special CAMPUS CASUAL
im

Mrs.Harlan Hodgesh-Guest Speaker-At
Garden Department At Woman's Club

i
I

1

I

'
Fk.SHION TWO-TWENTY SPECIAL
N I0II T win Be on
$3.99
RE A M ..._ fiP°:','
CALL YOUR CONSULTANT . . SHE WILL BE
HAPPY TO SERVE
. YOU

I

I

ALL DRESSES and SUITS
/
1
4 Off
Lots of Gift Items

Mercury and Jiffy Shoes

I

Lingerie - Jewelry

--------

It120
AND GET

OUTLAND BAKERY

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Alumnae Chapter
Entertains At Park

.

MEI GAS
AT THE ANNUAL

ANNIUUISARY SALE At

J. 1 5. OIL CO.
On Sn. 12da Across From Jerry's

Utirilti izelinEDDING
CAKES

FRIDAY, MAY 9 &
SATURDAY, MAY 10

talk with us to plan
a cake to be personally
designed and decorated
for you.

94 Octane REGULAR
100 Octane ETHYL

A tribute to the late Mrs. C.
pun Lessner, couegyate rev., C. Farmer, a devoted member
eam wai
Departme
tfth
nan ye yGarden
coressed
nt fteci;
sentative to Murray Ahunnee o
103 PRIZE-- $100.00EN CASH
Chapter.
PRIZE-- 75 tlALLONS OF GAS
Senior TM Sigmas attending Mrs. Wilson, and a moment of
were Pam Garland, Jen Jones, silent prayer and thanksgiving
PRIZE -- CASE OF OIL OF YOUR CHOICE
Kay Garrott, Sharon Wilhain for her beautiful life and perPatterson, Paula
Allbritten, sonality followed.
PRIZE -- 100 FREE WASH JOBS
Holliday, Carol Rolfe Boat, Ja- The names recommended for
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN -net Ward, Carolyn Coryell, and membership in the department
DRAWING WILL BE SUNDAY
Paulette Petty, all of Murray. and tabled at the April meetAFTERNOON,
MAY 11 -- AND WINNING NUMBERS POSTED
ing were unanimously accepted.
Other seniors are L
FOR ONE WEEK:
The floral notepaper, sold onYoung, Dims Jacobs,
ly through the Garden Clubs of
Mullins, Cray Benner,
rkett Cunningham, Sue Faust, Kentucky was presented and
COKE, COFFEE or HOT CHOCOLATE,
Janice Lockwood, Brenda F.- payment for one hundred boxes
SAMPLE TOM'S FRODUCTS
Ann Schneider, Lyric Sec. of the same was ordered.
FREE
THE KIDDIES -- 8 INCH GLIDER
gee, and Nancy Mick.
A beautifully decorated tea
-TYPE AIRPLANES
Murray
table with dainty and delicious
Alumnae
VISIT THE TWO MINUTE AUTOMAT
present
IC ,CAR WASH BEHIND THE
were Jane Hull, Ruth Pasco, refreshments was provided by
PEOPLES BANK.
Evelyn Jones, Rebecca Week the hostesses who were MesOWNED AND OPERATED BY
Betty Scott, Peggy Brown, Sal- dames Noel Mauer', Kenton
ly Crass, Julie Smith, Delores Miller, Ed Frank Kirk, L. R.
Warner, Corinne Stripling, Ann McSwair, W. H. Mace, J. D.
Hobe, Martha Crawford, Nao- Murphy, L. W. Paschall, Altos
B
Smith, Rudolph Thurman, and
meradm
i Hewitt,BothJezie
Roberts, Ha Guy Billington, Ma. Gene BranSankt, illarthe
Kincheloe, don, the newly elected chair
SOUTH 12th ST.
man, presided at the punch
MURRAY. KY. '
I Pet
e:Cenier
gAigilf*
and MISI•
janeeKnithtN11' bold.

2nd
3rd
4th

MOTHERS DAY SPECIAL
Let Us . . .
delived your Mother a delicious
cake, beautifully wrapped and
your card enclosed(

SEE "BOZO" THE CIAAWN

FREE

)1

— PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY

MAKE SUNDAY DINNER
• EXTRA SPECIAL!

FOR

Serve Our Tasty . . .

J. It 5.011 CO.

Butterflake DimiefRolls

•

•

— WEEKEND SPECIALS —

"WE ACCEPT ALL CREDIT CARDS"

• STRAWBERRY PLR
• FRESH COCONUT CAKE

--,•••111111••••11.,
•

A
•

r •

4
•
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•

EURSDAY — MALI- 1969

auei.o•••.E.-••
-

PAnE FIVE
THE LEDGER &

NEST MIMS

—

•

onsellel bp reitiltded? Wed*/

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY — MAY 8. Mt

Maw

tTPIOY'S COMPLAINT nap Rod%
E SALZBURG CONNECTION Heise Madmen
MALL TOWN EN GERMANY John LeCarre
RCE 10 FROM NAVARONE Alistair MacLean
LPORT - Arthur Haley
ESERVE AND PROTECT AS Drury
fORLD OF PROFIT Louis Auchincloss
E GODFATHER Mario Pus*
E VOYEUR —

•

ffett7Y %fiat.

SALE

it

SAVE NOW
BALDWIN ORGANS
MLLES PIANOS
KIMBALL PIANO
BALDWIN PIANOS
EASY TERME
ta GO Months to Pay
Open Friday Pine
nu p.m.

onardo Piano

These three pieces
go together to give
her two completely
differes* swimsuits. Sines 30-36.
Pink, blue
See our other
swimsuits — one,
two and three pcs.
suits. 5.66 and up.

y Special
ASUAL

1988

PROFESSIONAL
HAIR DRYER

cross from Poet Office
Paris, Tenn.

All the wonderful features of the
Model HD21 Hair Dryer PLUS
Electric Hair Curlers for those last
minute hair sets. Portable with
convenient cairying handle
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Items

LADIES'
DUI

•

ewelry

PANTY
HOSE

•

iffy Shoes
UNTIL 6:00 P.M.

2

aside Shopping Center

BAKERY

ii
fOR EVERY MOTE

CANNON® 4t-fAconted6

$1.33
'4
'''': ..'''''
712.•
,a *
,,

t.•(

1 ':') 1 Age..
IS

• -4.1:al'
.

Mammy loves 65% Polyester,
35% Conan, Perm Press,
Dusters, Short Sleeves, Beautiful Embroiciery down front
and on pockets. Sizes: Small,
Medium and Large.

ermines, Seamless
Siert& Sheer Leg iv/Opaque'
Panty. &ZINC Petite, Aver- ,
ago
Clew
then ,14avoit, Coffee, Roes
$133
Other styles $1.44 and $1.77

LADIES' BRA
SHIFTS AND

TOWELS
BAROQUE VELUR,AAACQUARD

;

WEDDING
ES

to plan
oersonally
iecorated

a

Baroque is the new era of
both fashion. This ensemble is just as rich to touch
as to the eye. Comes in
Raspberry Ice, Moss Green,
Tiger Lily Orange, Brass.
Royal Blue.

PARISIENNE
vsnura Frosty Print
)1

Right ort an artist's poisons and
right into your bath. This col• lege of roses puts a touch of
Paris at your fingertips softly.
Choose from Firefly Yellow,
Fresh Pink or Celestial Blue.
2406
LATH TOWEL
16:28
FACE TOWEL
97C
12:12
WASH CLOTH
35:68
RP BATH SHEET

$1.77

24x44 Fringed
BATH TOWEL
$1.77
16x28 Fringed
FACE TOWEL
97c
12x12 WASH CLOTH ___ _44c

LADIES' SLACK SET

CULOTTES/0/

DREAM SONG
VELURA PRINT

er a delicious
wrapped and
—

Y DINNER
ECIAL1

An old fashioned bouquet or
'garden favorites. This will make
Sir/ mother happy to receive.
Colors: Vibrant Pink, Blue Bell*,
Empire Bronze
• 24:36 FRINGED
BATH TOWEL
14:28 FRINGED
PACE TOWEL
12:12
WASH CLOTH

$1.77
97c
44c

nner Rolls

-

)1ECIAL8

733
This 3 pcs. set makes the
scene. The crop top, the
wide leg pant, and the
hot to match makes this
bold print come alive.
Sizes 6-16. Red and
Navy.

6"

Your Choice

Se* these smart new
styles for Mom. These
come In gingham diecics,
bold prires and coin dots.
Ric rock buttons and
bows odd the finishing
touch. Sizes 6-16.

••••
••••

lass

888

•
m e.

•
111.
••••••

•

44c
$5.44

SPECIAL
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METAL STAND AND
VANITY BENCH

••9:
:
•• • I.••.••
• di;• •.•••
•
• ••
• •••••••
.•:• ••••••:

LADIES'JAMACIA
SHORTS

'17
This is always o Favorite, 75% Plylon1/25%
Stretch Denim, side zip.
Sizes
18 Colors—
Navy. Turquoise, White,
D. Gretna, Pink, Orange,
Bamboo, Faded Mtn.

•

••::••••••°•
••
•
••• •
••• ••
•
••• ••••••
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01
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LADIES'
,PANT TOPS
1 77

•••••••••••• •••.

• •••••••*•• ••••••••
•••••*•.•

.
4 • ...S
.
•

• 2-TIER RECORD STORAGE RACK
• MOBILE RECORD BROWSER
• T. V. HI Fl STAND
• PRINCESS BENCH
• 141 Fl STAND
Heavy weight BRASS PLATED Tables, Rack.
and Benches for every room of your house

Top off any outfit with
*roe mock turtle neck
styles. . . . Solids and
Stripes. 50% poly./50%
cotton or 1040% cotton.
Colors: White and Pastels. Sizes: Small, Med.,
Large and 32-38.
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WEEKDAYS 9-9
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TUB Laociga a TIMit;
mUILSAY. KINTUCKY
TIIIIRBDAY - MAY 8. 1949
iv. Also Mn. lAujus Murray; Mrs. Maud Todd, Rte.!,
Fly; Mn, Mks& Carroll, Story
Chadwick, 113 So,
St., Mur- Aye., Murray:
Collie, 819 Lieber St., HendeeADULTS El
ray; Mrs, Diane Davis 4Baby
ma; Mrs.
NURSERY
Lyoos, Rte. 3, bud, Its. 3, Murray; Willis FieBox, 161911 West Main, Murray;
DISMISSALS
Cad* Mrs. AMM Werkniaa,
l01 Ellis Dr., Murray; Mr.
MAY 5, 1911/1
Mrs. Sue Cooper & Baby Bee,
lab tar, Mertes; Mrs. Aber& Ewe Miller, 319 Wools
Rte, 1, Benton; Master NOVI
Mrs. Pat Killer, Rte. 4, Mgr- Marna, Gm Del. Bassi; Mrs. Murray; Mrs. &label Culver.Rte.
A11016101411
McReynolds, 905 Meadow 14110,
care of Mn. Goss Woo- Bertha Baas, Rte. 1, Murray; 1, Dexter:
Mrs. Ada C. Luther, ray; (in
Mrs. Maim Barest!. Box 107, Meadowview Ratinesent Rose, de), Mrs. Hilda Ward, 114 Wood- Mrs. Muses Jane Rmried &
Baby Boy, Rte. 1, Dover, Tens.;
lead; Mrs. Margery Woodall, Mayflek% Mn,Rah JIM Mab- lawn, Murray; Miss Carrie
By Estelle Spiceland
Thr •Ard•ark i• a IJrge,
le, 306 South 5tit St., Merry; Mn. Shirley Lamb & Baby Boy,
its. 1,Das$r;Wayne Henderson, ry, 308 W.Ilk 84 Bedew
410 So. 1041 St., Murray; Mrs. nocturnal burruoing mammal of
May 1, 1969
Claudia Wayne Cook, 906 Po
IMO Main. Murray, Edward 0. Effie Laycock, 1612 Rpm, Mrs.
Mur- Ave.. Murray, Bobby Lee Moe- Lois J004111 • Baby
Boy, RM. 4, Inca.
We read "Soon and Beard
mod Murray' and we have
the beauties of Mbre and
by
right here Aka be
saw
joys. And besides, we have
'CU ANIMALS EXPECT TO OE
, WELL, DOES 11415 MEAN THAT StU,
cord School's playgrosed whir
I 14iSTE QUES71014.5
TREATED A LITTLE t:SIT NICE
114 TURN,ME ALSO 601N6 lb MAKE
this morning we watched littl
LIKE
THAT
..
PEOPLE THIS WEEK RIGHT?
AN EXTRA EFFORT 10 DE MORE KIND
first grade girls playing house
in a burned out tree stump, sw-t
TO NAT CAT 040 LIVES NEXT DOOR?
*aping their floor with a pine
branch.
What if the softball does *coasiooally lodge in our drain gutt- MOLY MISSISSIPPI WIHNIIR -Indications are that 73-yearer. How we would miss thechild- old R. J. Allen (left), mayor of Fayette. Miss., for 18 years,
In the Democratic primary. May 14 to 46-yea
r GIL
r-old
Evora (right), brother of slain civil rights
There are few children in Cosi
leader
Medga
Evers.
r
Thum
a
Mississippi town would have the
cord homes. There are more ex.-`
C-s
first Negro mayor since recoruitruction days.
ample; of Psalm 133:1: "Behold
how good and bow pleasant it is
or brothel to dwell together in
by
unity". For many homes have rounds to see the people, he will
two sisters or a brother and not likely in this modern day en- Mrs. Thelma Kline who has
MOVE OVER
sister
living in them. We enjoyed counter more discouraging dr-, served at the polls through yeaREADY-SNAP
rs of elections will be missed et
CLOSER
a pleasant afternoon last week in COMMances Man those under
wh- this time
MY PICTURE
at New Concord.So will
the
fellow
ship
of
two
sister
ich
be
s.
spent
his boyhood. But his
TO ME
many whose names have beer
Mrs. Lenora Jones and Miss feet though bare were set on
the remov
ed from the books here,
Beatrice Locke, so contentedly first rung of life's ladder
andlEach year
brings changes.
sharing their cozy llttle home, like the joisquiLs, be has strugg
and likewise Mrs. Barnett Mont- over obstacles to try to led
help
A
drunir
dar, is a unr-humpr.1
gomery and sister, Lucille Wil- bananity.
son, The Nance sisters, Mary
and Maud, share their big Colo•
nial house and antique shop. Mrs.
Tiny Shackelford and brother,
Bruce Ferguson, rely on each
other since their companions are
gone. Herman and Mary Montgomery have always made a borne
farafirlo
together.
But for children's voices we
Located lust Off Wiswell Read
depend on the school and we
challenge anyone who believes
that Concord's school is outmoded, unsanitary, and uncomfortable, or understaffed to visit each
room from the first grade through the eighth. Theo compare the
list of Concord's graduates through the years with the same
umber from any city school.
If this little country school
has not contributed-4a society
s many useful citizens as any
ther school.
I saved for my scrapbook the
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Then, too, you will enjoy the ampl
e recreation facilities under construction.
Two big acres
complete with paved tennis courts,
basketball
court, driving range, park, and
facilities for
horseback riding.

Weights included
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$20,000 IllIFIJIND" Supreme
Court Justice Abe Fortes
has admitted accepting a
120.000 psyment from the
Wolfson family foundation
for "atudies and writings"
he hoped to do, opd returning the payment U months
label-. The family is that of
Louis E. Wolfson, now serving a prison term for stock
manipulations

Build your home in restful
surroundings not far freqp town but away from
the noise and
traffic.
Investigate this new subdi
vision. You'll see
the possibility too for a worthwhile
investment.
Get several lots for a secure hedge
against the
future.
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By Abigail Van Buren

ary, May 14 to 46-year-old
g slain civil rights leader
ppt town would have the
ecenstruction days.

Mrs. Thelma Kline who has
rved at the coils through yeaof elections will be missed *
s time at New Concord.So will
my whose names have beer
moved from the books here.
ch vear brings changes.
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DEAR ABBY: My mother-in-law is widowed and spends
a
lot of time with our family. She's a good soul amitere wouldn't
want to hurt her for anything.
The problem is that she is about en pounds overweight,
and
she's not very careful about the way she sits Her dress hikes
up and she shows more than people care to
see.
Last night ow sons (ages Ie and lil had some friends ever,
and they were all sitting on the floor supposedly watching TV.
Grandma was there in her usual position, and those kids barely
took their eyes off Grandma.
She sits "side saddle" at meal time, instead of putting her
knees together under the table She says it's more
"coolfortable."
We keep telling her to watch how she sits She'll be careful
for a day or two, but thee she gess back to her al ways
How can we effect a peranment cure without hurting her
feelings?
NO NAME
DEAR NO NAME: Teo probably can't Bet just
keep
-reso+ndisig her" gently—end ease. And by the way, this laity
is old sod obese, hut what amuse can there be ter
some of
those yang, silm gals fir sitthag that way?
DEAR ABBY: We are having a family argument. If •
16-year-gkl girl has a date with a boy she has never
dated
before. should the girt be tweeted to taks the boy down
in the
recreation room to meet her father! Or sboukin't the father
come upstairs' This was a formal, and the girt would have
had
to take the boy thre a rather smeary kitchen and down
the
basement stairs The mother CAME op to meet the buy,
the
father stayed downstairs. Who was right?
THE GIRL
DEAR GIRL: If the f•tber really wasted to meet the
boy,
he'd have come upstairs. Perhaps the father was "relaxi
ag"—
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Elect a Young Man
_
SHERIFF
of Calloway County
* VOTE FOR *

James E.King

Living

I promise to fulfill the duties
of the Sherifro
fairly, promptly and efficien
tly.

ome Sites

ed Lots

•

There will be a night deputy on duty
to better serve
the community. His duty will be to make
routine
cheeks throughout the county and city
each night,
working cooperatively with city and stale
police.
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WI surroundings —
from the noise and

division. You'll see
hwhile investment.
hedge against the

relaxes on a multi-millionyear-old formation resembling Washington's Capitol
dome at Meramec Caverns,
Stanton, Mo. The Jesse
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PUTTY CAVE IN—Sue Pinter

Vietnam

A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clink for meHaryol •HAIPHONG
dically indigent children will
be held in the First Presbyterian Church, 9th and Broadway,
.N
Mayfield, on Friday, May 23.
This clinic will serve patients
DOMES OF 292
from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
EXECUTED DURING
mum FORCES
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, LivTIT OFFENSIVE
mu. 144 ENEMY
IN 1914 FOUND
ALONG THE Dia
ingston, Marshall and McCracIN MASS GRAVE
ken Counties.
OUTSIDE HUE
Dr. Yareem Minhas, DirectDA HANG
or of the Kentucky Children's
NOI AN
Heart Clink, Children's Howl600 RED SOLDIERS
TURNED BACK TRYING
tal, Louisville, and other physiTO OVERRUN S. VIET
cians from the University of
CAMP NEAll CA/411001A
Louisville School of Medicine,
will conduct the clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky
AMBODIA
Heart Association, the Kentucky
State Department of Health
and the County Health Departments, the clinic provides a diagnostic service for the patient,
along with recommendations for
U S. SAYS COMMIES
U.S. LOSES
treatment and management of
FORCED TO ABANDON
17 'COPIERS
the case. It also provides an opNATIONWIDE DRIVE
TO ENDA)
.
SOUTH
BY LOSS OF 311,000
IN 7 DAYS
portunity for the referring phyVIETNA
KILLED IN BATTLES
M
sician to consult with the clini
clan regarding his patient. Sponsors of the clink are deeply
grateful to the First Presbyter-.
ian Church for allowing the
FAR FROM HOME
to be held in its facilities. Montreal Exhibition
Necessary expenses of t h e
WASHINGTON (UPI)- "Man CRAWLEY FULL, England
clinic are being underwritten and His World,' the exhibition 1119 — Motorist Terry Smith
Mew said he was waiting at a
by the Kentucky Heart Assoc'a. following
Expo
up
67
tion and the State Health De in Montreal, Canada, will open red light when a kangaroo
bounded across the front of his
partment. Clinic personnel aid June 12. on the .old Expo
automobile. Smith, 29, reported
equipment will be provided by reports the American
Automob4 the kangaroo to police who askthe Graves County Health De k,-4wiation. The exhibition will
ed what he had for supper.
partment as well as the State ontinue daily until Sept.
7. "Just meat pie," was the soHealth Department and ,t he
* * *
wer.
Kentucky Heart Association.
Only those indigent children
Some 1,500,000 Americans
Half of those %%ho get cancer
who have a written referral now alive have been cured of could be saved by early diagfrom a physician will be ad. cancer says the American Can- nosis and,proper treatment says
cer Society.
ynitted to the clinic.
the American Cancer Society.
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Heart Clinic
Will Be Held
On May 23
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

until sold all this flue useisbanalk
Inebedisag . .

Air Conditioners - Ranges
Refrigerators - Freeaars
Televsions - Stereos
POIWIN Mowers .• Miner
Guns - Ammunition
Fishing - Sporting Goal*
Will be sold at a Fraction Of Its
Value. Any Reasonable Offer
Will Be Accepted.
SCISSOR SHARPENING
BONANZA
Reg. Scissors
29*
Pinking Shears
•
19°

,<
• COTTON CANDY FOR THE KIDDIES1•%:• SPECIAL GIFTS FOR ADULT'S
REGISTER FOR MANY DOOR PRIZES
NOTHING TO BUY - NO OBLIGATION
JUST REGISTER YOUR NAME

JEAN GREEN'S SYCAMORE ASHLAND
403 Sycamore St.

Phone: 753-3391

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

.•11111111b.
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,1969 National Convention Draws Nearly 14,000

••

fit- weekends.
The Explorers will serve free.
coffee as an incentive to get
travel weary driven out of their
autos for a short rest and re
vival spell.
NEW YORK (UPI)-In an
The International Association
effort to help hold down traffic of Chiefs of police is among
accidents this summer, the Ex- national safety groups supportOster Division of the Bra) ing the program as an offset
Scouts of America has launched to the hazards of fatigue, drowOPERATION COFFEE STOP. siness and "highway hypnosis.are more They also see it as helping make.
Explorers
than 300,000 of them from Explorers, who are between 11.
coast to coast -- are being en- and 18 years old, more safety couraged to take an active role conscious.
in accident prevention by setting
More men than women died
up and manning coffee "wake
break" stations during high-traf of cancer last year says the
American Cancer Society.

.Good Scouts
Fight Mishaps

Over 130 Kentuckians Attend
Over 130 Kentuckians were among the nearly 14,000
school board members from aaoss the nation meeting
in Miami Beach last month for the annual convention
of the -National School Boards Association (NSBA).
M. H. Ryan, a member of the Murray Board of Education and immediate past president of the Kentucky School Boards Association (KSBA), and Mrs.
Margaret Watertill, a member of the Anchorage
school board and chairman of KSBA's Fifth Region,
represented Kentucky in the 102-member NSBA Delegate Assembly, which met during the convention.
Other leaders of the Kentucky delegation were
KSBA Vice President Scott L. Detrick of Louisville
and Executive Director Maurice D. Bement. Business
commitments prevented KSBA President F. C. Bryan
from attending the convention.
The Delegate Assernblv, NSBA's policy-making
body. began its deliberations on April 11, while thr
convention proper started the next day

-.there

V
V

X

•CtiNTERBURY
ESTATES

V

October 15, 1988

Ryan (left) of Murray and Mrs. Margaret Waterfill (right)
of Anchorage. Seated between them is KSBA Executive
Diroctrw Maurice 0 Bement.

I treasure those hours we spent watching
shaky, ghosty. fussy TV.
But. I've net someone new. He hos a
Channel Master Color Vector TV Antenna!

‘,+!
.411111-11xxo,_
.1

Pew I see what we've been missing. Crisp,
Clear Color. Sharpest black-and-white.

FRANKFORT-The prestigious
I say it's fate.
old National Geographic magazine, whose forte is portraying
ti •
He says it's design .
Channel Master's
the natural beauty and wonders
=surpassed antenna design know-how.
of the world, is beginning to
F.••
"discover" Kentucky.
Our piteure could have been different.
The "discovery" was made
MOON SEAMED -- The Apollo 10's Saturn 5 rocket sits
If only you'd seen your CHANNEL MAST=
recently in a brief flight, arranvaporously on its launch pad at Cape Kennedy, waiting for
COLOR VICTOR ANTENNA.
ged by Gov. Louis B. Nunn, over
the May 18 launch to the Moon. Astronauts Thomas P.
Central Kentucky for the magaStafford, John W. Young and Eugene A. Cerrian are to go
zine's vice president and assocthrough the last maneuvers preparing the way for the
iate editor, Gilbert M. Grosvenactual man landing in July.
or, and his wife, Donna.
The Grosvenors, who travel
the world over, writing and phoingliours of both media.
tographing as a team, left Ken75 per cent of the people het
tucky impressed by its scenic
the sack at II p.m. and 29
and rugged beauty and expressed
COPENHAGEN
(1 Pl)
- per cent at 10 p.m. The sole
a desire to return in a mobile
nationwide
u" -r by the television channel ckiiies down
home for a four or five-day tour, •Lite-owned radio and
television most nights between 10 and
according to a State public infor- -flowed that 90 per cent of
all II p.m, and all radio Channels
mation officer who accompanied Danes- 'are in bed bv
midnight go off the air at midnight. There
Swath Side Square
them on the flight.
I tic study. made with a view has twin a demand for longer
Among views which most imextendine die send- broadcasting hours.
pressed the Grosvenors were
The Palisades and the curving"
Kentucky River in northern Mercer County, which Grosvenor said is more beautiful than the
Potomac River, historically known for its beauty.
Highlight of the flight, was to
have been over the controversial
Red River Gorge, which the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers had'
planned to flood-entil Gov. Nunn
and others interceded-by construction of a dam, but the trip
was cancelled because of thunderstorms over the c„rorge.
Instead, the Grosvenors viewed scenes of the gorge through
color transparencies, and Grosvenor, seeing the unusual rock
formations, boulders and wild
flowers that abound in the gorge
area, said he could understand
why Gov. Nunn (and other conservationists) wanted to protect
It.
The Grosvenors, who are used
to congestion in the populous eastern states and particularly in
Washington, D. C., where they
reside, also expressed surprise
at the amount of open space and
the uncluttered countrySide they
observed on their Might from
Louisville to Lexington.
Other featured views from the
air were a race at Keeneland
and horse farms around Lexington, particularly Calumet Farm
and its miles of white fence.
Gov. Nunn invited the Grosvenors to tour Kentucky when
\ olo t BLitt, 1.• Oho:
highest he learned they were to address
mountain mf.orupt: .
'the American Society of Civil
• •
Engineers at its meeting in LouLavine.
The Travel Division of the
JrOor,fraloh%
Jrid State Department of Public InforI- Oh,
With Each Additional Deposit of $25.00, You May Purchase a 5-Piece Place Setting of
arid hart mak mation is hopeful the trip will not
Stainless Tableware or Your Choice of Stainless Cutlery for The Low Cost of Just $2.25
be the Grosvenors' last to Kentucky. At least, tourist officials
are preparing a new itinerary,
with plenty of material on scenic
wonders, for luring the Grosvenors back.

HOLLYWOOD UPI - Nominations for Emmy Awards in more
than 30 categories have been
announced by the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences.
THE myna piing for news photography goes to earware
Several of the weekly television series nominated, including
T. Adams of the Associated Press for this photo, "Executhe controversial "Smothers Brtion in Saigon." It shows Brig. Gen. Nguyen Ngoc Loan,
others Comedy Hour," were CanSouth Vietnam's national' police chief, summarily executing
celed during the year and two
a Viet Cong prisoner by shooting him in the head on a
were shifted to another network.
street of Saigon's Cholon District
One category, best cultural documentary, had 41 nominees.
Nominated for best comedy
rrs TIME FOR A CHANGE! series were: "Bewitched," "Family Affair," "Get Smart,"
* VOTE FOR *
"The Ghost and • Mrs. Muir"
and "Julia."
Best dramatic series "The
FBI," "Ironsicie," "Judd for the
Defense," "The Name of the
for Calloway County
Game," "Net Playhouse" and
"Mission Impossible."
Best variety or musical series: "The Carol Burnett Show,"
Democratic Primary May 2/, ID
1 "The Dean Martin Show," "RoYOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED
wan and Martin's Laugh-In,"
"The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour," and "That's Life."
Best actor in a drancatic series: Carl Betz Judd for the Defense, Raymond Burr Ironside,
Peter Graves and Martin Landau
Mission: impossible and Ross
Martin The Wild, Wild West.
Best actress in a dramatic
series: Barbara Bain Mission:
Impossible, Joan Blonde!! Here
Come the Brides and Peggy Lipton The Mod Squad.
Best comedian in a series
Don Adams Get Smart, Brian
Located on Sixteenth Extended
Keith Family Affair, Edward Mulhare The Ghost and Mrs. Muir,
and Lloyd Nolan Julia.
Many beautiful lots available at this time.
Best comedienne in a series:
Lots of nearly any sire, shape, on level ground,
Diana= Carroll Julia, Barbara
sloping front or sloping back.
Feldon Get Smart, Hope Lange
The Ghost and Mrs. Muir and
City water, sewerage, natural gas. All elecElisabeth Montgomery Bewitchtricity, cablevision and telephone lines are uned.
derground. In city school district.
The academy also will award
statuettes to winners of special
Curbs and gutters and wide streets.
events, news Wcumentary thytime programming, children's
Also one home in Canterbury Estates, colonIprogramming, outstanding single
ial front, two baths, built-In range, dishwasher,
performances by actors and actresses.
food disposer. Papered hall and bath. Double
The Zist annual Emmy Awards
carport and storage room.
resentations will be televised
June 8 by CBS.

JUDGE

111

Representing KISIBA Is ths policy-making Delegate Assembly of the National *shoot Boards Association were M. H.

Emmy Award Kentucky Is
Discovered
Nominees
Anqounced By Magazine

ROGER W. JONES

I.

•

41111111.
.
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Like Their Sleep

WARD-ELKINS

OW! Deposit ONLY

5-Piece Place Sethi)g ..it
of Stainless Tableware

g

RICKMAN AND NORSWORTHY
Contractors
500 South Fourth Street
Call 753-6450 day or 753-5344 night

MPLETE YOUR SET!

Our Rebels are bigger than
most Intermediate sized cars.

Status Symbol:
Indoor Sauna

Oeposit Any Amt. Anytime.
No Minimum
WITHDRAW WITHOUT NOTICE
DEC. 31

HON \ (I PI) The indorni
Kann's' has replaced the ouldoin
•vtimming [Heil us a status •v
is,1 for West Germans. Salesmen at - this y
I,,
icruational Sanitary and Ileati;:g

Yet they cost less than most compacts.
It's a fact. Based on a comparison of manufacturer's
suggested retail prices, our Rebel 2-door hardtop is priced
lower than 14 of 25 compact models. And, if you bring
your family in for a test ride, you'll find that price is the only
small thing about Reb41.
Sit a big ear for the pries st a small ear...Where everything's going for yes!

-fit

TREAS Motor Sales
&
CAIN
MI.-Firer

ikklyfield

1

I. Tog
Froir ill Fratoklio:
ri•port "tbir prestige value of
'amid is more important to m0-I
our iinitorners thari its benefit
general health:
"

During 1968. almmt 3.000 of
Ow sweat baths were installed
ori

}limn
,
:

1,,r111:111. bringing

the

In

Avg

total too

11,1)00.
.. •
•rs Jr.' company ow
doctors. lawy ccaml architecIi,tts.
14 ill,r,
•• etrcaily
cost at 'least io.imm)
JII

1•11151.4

mark- 02,500).
Inr,r, Jr.. Ir110

0

Hut mansain brohirkn the

SAVINGS AND LOAN OFFICE

market tr, rt(b•

Rd:

-5044- lieriples -yam rum" f,,r

1,1.10 marks ($362 27)).
1-•

•
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J•
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PAM

DAY — MAY e• 1960

len than women died
last year says the
Cancer Society.

rber 15, 1968

pant watching

He hp a
TV Antenna!
aging. Crisp,
and-white.

'anal Master's
now-how.
Idifferent.
MIL MASTER

T I
newspaper which you must still
print by hand.
Deer Mr. Williams:
What really bothered me aa was with sincere interest bout your article was that you
ICentinued Preen Page One)
that I read your editorial of either have no respect for
fir*
place is just so we can
the
May 1, 19119, entitled "Keep the democratic process or you have sea.
R.O.T.C."
knowledge of what is going
I trust that the incorrect re- on here at the University.
In Nathan Hale said "I regret that
porting and assumptions of your either case, your article
I have but one life to give my
was
mtiele were not intentional. failure of your duty as a
news- ocowstry".
The meeting held at the Uni- to print the truth.
was not for the purpose
Kim Novak. the movie star,
The
work
that is being done has been
discuse
Y
ing the abolishment
named as "Kindness
is
being done by a small group
• of the R.O.T.C. program but raChairman" for Be Kind To AniA
group
howeve
r
that
is
supther changing the program to
mals Week.
ported by a great majority of
nosecompulsory.
student
s
on
campus. Already a We hit the right time
Raving some understanding
to set out
of the way in which the world petition has been signed •ry out two Redbud trees. We watsociety operates, I realise that over 1000 male students t o ered them Tuesday evening
the military is important to any change the mandatory program when we set them out, then it
nation. However, in a free soc- to voluntary. I may remind you was cloudy for much of the day
iety such as ours it is important this is really unimportant, as and rained yesterday. Rained
Ap keep the military sufficient the US. Constitution protects some more today and is cloudy
lind ready without letting it
the right of the minority. How- too. This will give the trees
become • powerful political
time to get acclimated to the
ever,
in this case I feel there is
force which controls rather
new location and to being outa
majorit
y
of
student
s and facthan I. controlled by ow leadulty who do not want manditory doors in the full sun too.
ers. This is why R.O.T.C. Is
R.O.T.C. It is important that
Important on college campuses.
this group is working within We have three spots picked out
It lets people closely oriented
the democratic process. Petit- for planting next fall where we
to civilian life work within the
ioning, free speech, writing let- plan to put three Wisteria
military. This is why I support
ters, talking, assemblying peace- Trees. One white, one pink and
R.O.T.C. on college campuses. fully
— this is whet is going on one red. These things present a
Your article was really a hail- at the
University. How can you spectacular picture when i n
4k of ignorance. First of all compar
e this to "new left" de- full bloom.
most officers that graduate mands
as you imply.
from R.O.T.C. come from nonMeth* the Golden Chain tree
compulsory programs such as This school is run by the in the court house yard. Clyde
UK's or Western's and they Board of Regents and no group Steele put this tree out when
are well prepared. Also, to hear realizes this more than those he was jailer. The tree has
you speak of "freedom for the of us who are working (not grown well and now presents
individual" is all too paradoxi- protesting) to get something a beautiful sight. These trees
cal. The very essence of your done here. I have learned more grow to great size.
article deprives the student of about the democratic way of doMurray of the "freedom for the ing things by becoming involv- The more flowering shrubs an
"Individual" to chose his own ed in this struggle against manrole in the R.O.T.C. program. &tory R.O.T.C. than I ever
Yet, you contend that "com- thought I could. Protesting, riotmunist forces" have the avow- ing, and the rest seem even
ed purpose" to overthrow "this more rediculous now — especfreedom". .Sir, I am much a- ially after dealing with this
ware of the fact that you are school's open-minded adminisA going away service in honnot a communist force.
tration.
or of Rev. C. E. Ward and famThe argument of "get out if Mr. Williams, this letter to ily will be held at the St. John's
you don't like it" is one I have the editor is simply a part of Baptist Church on Friday,
May
heard before. In the particular the democratic process and 9, at eight p.m.
base of Dr. Daughaday (former- right now I am truely thankfu
Rev. Ward is ending his minl
ly my neighbor in Mayfield), it for it.
istry as pastor of the church
was financially impossible for
and will deliver his final serSincerely,
him to attend another school
David H. Winslow mon on Sunday, May 11, at 11
Also, because he was head of
a.m. He will leave May 15 for
his household, -he was unable
Gary, Ind., to become pastor
to leave the area. Dr. Daugha
of the Shiloh Baptist Chinch
day served his country well af- Japanese Travelers
there.
ter he graduated as a member Get a Break
Dr. B. Franklin Green, modof the United States Army. In
TOKYO (LTD — Japanese erator of the First District Asthis, your county, many students tourist
s going abroad on pleasure sembly of Kentucky Baptists,
not by any means go to trips
will have more money to will be the guest speaker on
other school but Murray. spend
Friday night. Many district ofthis summer.
And you say, "If you don't like
ficials will be present.
Foreign currency allocations
it get out". You should at least
The music will be furnished
allow a student the freedom to to Japanese making overseas by the First Baptist Choir of
pleasure trips were increased to Hopkinsville where Dr. Green
stay and dislike R.O.T.C.
As you encourage the Ifni- S7(10 per head per tour from is pastor.
versity'l administration to take $500. The $700 is the amount
Church officials urge everya.lirm stand, I trust you are not a tounst may carry with him
one to attend the service on
to
advocating that all change is pay for Mir" hotel,
food and Friday night to honor Rev.
bad. If so, I must commend the incidental expenses
as well as to Ward for his untiring lebor for
oechanical attributes of your buy sous enies.
the church and the city of Murray.

(potter To Editor

plorem will serve free.
an incentive to get
ry drivers out of their
a short rest and re
.ernatitinal Association
of police is among
afety groups supportrogram as an offset
,
aaras of fatigue, droa,
I "highway hypnosis.
we it as helping make.
, who are between I
ears old, more safety-

NMI
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SEEN & HEARD . ..

ersit

trees folks put out all over
town, the more this will add to
the appearance of the city each
year. Murray people take particular pride in their yards and
as we drive out into the count/
we notice the same thing among
residents in the county. Bea*
tification of yards not mai
makes it more pleasant for
folks living there, but provides
a pleasing sight for passersby.

NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press IntensatIonal
The national currency of the
Republic of Venezuela is the
bolivar, named after Latin
American liberator Simon Bolivar who was born in Caracas.

New Drugs
More than 25 useful drugs
for some types of cancer have
been developed over'the past
decade according to the American Cancer Society.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Murray Defeats
Benton 6-1
Murray High
advanced to the finals of the
fourth district baseball tournament by defeating Benton 11-1 Is
a game played here Wednesday
afternoon.
The Tigers pumped out to an
early lead getting two runs in
the first inning, when Ronnie
King singled, followed by another single by Mike Smith. The
two runners then were doubled
In by Allen Grogan.
Murray added three more
runs in the second on three
singles and a double.
Mike Smith was the winning
pitcher and David Davis the
loser.
Murray will meet North Marshall this afternoon for the district championship.
Murray .
. 231 000 11-41 11 2
Benton
000 100 0-1 2 1
Smith and. Hal.. Davis. Ham (4) and
Owens.

THURSDAY — MAY 8. 1969

Walter Gossum,
Graves Native,
Dies At 94
FULTON, Ky., May 7—Walter
Gomm, 04, native of Graves
County, died at 3:40 a.m. today
at Milan (Tenn.) Hospital foilowhig a short illness. For the
past 12 years he had been Hybl@
at the Harlan-Morris Home al
Trenton, Tenn., and prior to thai
resided at Sedalia.
He leaves two sons, Nathan
Gossum, Water Valley, and
Rupert Gossum, Detroit; three
daughters, Mrs. Mayzelle Williams, Trenton, Tem., Mrs.
June Wilson, Murray, and Mrs.
Mary Lou Phillips, Owensboro;
a sister, Mrs. Tom Lamb, Water
Valley; six grandchildren and
six great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
at 3 p.m. Thursday at Hombeak
Funeral Chapel here with Phil
Hefiey officiating. Burial will be
In the Water Valley Cemetery.

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

MILWAUKEE - Tavern owner William Batlike, who took
a dead
shark he had kept in a deep freeze, and threw it in Lake
Michigan
as a joke, an act which spread rumors of shark-infested
waters:
"The idea grew and grew, It was so funny."
WASHINGTON - Sen. Eugene McCarthy, talking about
any influence he might have had on his son's decision to seek draft
exemption
as a conscientious objector:
"All I've done is suggest the position I have taken
publicly."
JERUSALEM - Israeli Foreign Minister Abbe Eban
in ak interview with UPI concerning Egyptian President Nasser'
s strength
as Eban sees it:
"He is too weak for war or for peace - too weak militari
ly at
the moment for war and he's not strong enough politica
lly to take
the audacious and statesmanlike steps of exploring peace.
"
LOS ANGELES - Stanley Caidin, an attorney who
Is trying to
recoup losses incurred by the campaign committee of
Robert F.
Kennedy:
"The grim fact is that when you lose your candidate,
your local
support goes .. • with the assassination, the Califor
nia committee
was left with its debts and deficits and no funds."

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
IN PM DREAM I'M WALKIN 'ALONG
THE REACH— RIGHT ABOUT HERE...
I LOOKS UP AND SPOTS CHARLIE
D08115 OFF A WAYS„, THEN
STUMBLSS OVE.R.
A ROCK_

Rev. C. E. Ward
To Be Honored On
Friday Evening
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LIPTON

39c

.

•CORN

2
0303 ca35c

MUSSLEMA"

MRS. HUB BAR DS

VERI-BEST

LUCKY PIES
4

raRS

CERTIFICATES

PRICE

39
.
0

Boxes

$100

32 oz.

Morrel I-SNACK

29c

LUNCHEON

Leonard 16.1 Cu. Ft.
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

With

Operating
Trade
Store up to 100 lbs. of frozen food.
High capacity
in both sections. Automatic defrosti
ng
refrigerator. Egg storage, Dairy
chest, Huge twin
crispers. sa-isa
door shelves

Large no-frost model, space wall
design for more
useable storage space. 152
lb. separate frozen food

compartment. is-its

AVAiTAIVICIIRIai II 1 1111PI•Mill

SAVE ON le
"
)Inc
"
ter
FREEZERS!

LIQUID

1

Leonard 13.6 Cu. Ft.
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

With
Operating
Trade

Full-Witith freezer compartment. Large capacit%
Refrigerator features a huge crisper, Egg storage,
Dairy chest, High capacity door shelves. Magnetu
door gaskets. 86- 132

APPLE SAUCE
#303
•DETERGENT I 2

7.:e Setting of
'Just $2.25

Leonard 12.4 Cu. Ft.
REFRIGERATOR
LSTLZ $17

1/4 lb.

PRIDE of ILLINOIS

I

LEDGER & TIMES

43c

MEAT12 or. Pkg.
I0,UUU Minimum

FLOUR

YUKON
Plain or Self-R25lbs
ising .

-

TROPI-CAL-LO

1/2 Gal.

$2.19
39'

CLEAN-CONVENIENT-FRIENDLY
- BRANDS YOU KNOW AND TRUST IF YOU MATCH THE QUALITY - YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE

THOMAS

orrricc

•

IP
AR
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R'
S
•

SUPER .MARKET

UPRIGHT FREEZER
424

LS. CAPACITY, 12 CU. FT.
Quick freeze shelves, large door
shelves.
Dry wall cabinet construc
tion. hatii

CHEST FREEZER

32$ Ul. CAPACITY, is CU.
FT.
Handy storage basket. Interior
Signal light, built-in lock M410 light.

5-TEAR $200 Food Spoilage Warranty
OVER 470 STORES TO SERVE YOU!

USE Qua EASY
cameT OR..

p.

TER

MIDGES a TIM*. —

UUAY.lasimmax

THE FACTORY SAID "NO"

FACTORY

SALE

WARD AND ELKINS SAID "YES"

WARD and ELKRIS Offers You Thal Once ln-A41fetime Sale. Their Warehouse is
mission to sell all their present stock, on a Cost-Plus Basis. The fadory said loaded,(Come See For Yourself). They requested per"No",
Franddse they could not show the pikes in this ad - So Ward and Elkins says "Ye But out it must go at any price To keeirtheir RCA
s" To A Cost Plus Sale.
Console Color
with Advanced
Automatic
"Locked-in"
Fine Tuning

Here's luxury -feature Color
TV. Advanced Automatic
"Locked-in" Fine Tuning

Here's RCA color quality

plus the luxury of
Advanced Automatic

-Locked-in-4E10e Tuning
(AFT).

COLOR TV

The CASELETON
mod•i(11.-4650
23';Nei. 295 se in pKtur•

A ;629.00
Value
NOW ONLY!

PriCed AS Low As

WAS $659795

NOW
ONLY!

Th. SCHUYLER
.vrei
2
01eV

Colloclion of 20 RCA Stereo
Albums ... Ovor 201 soloctionsi
Fro' with any RCA Consol
e
Stereo!
Over 201 seletilons by
name artists suds as Al Hirt, Peter
Nero,
Skitch Henderson, Arthur
and The Boston.Pops, Chet Fiedler
Atkins,
Jose, Feliciano., Hugo
Winterhalter, Bing Crosby, Duke
Ellington,
Si Zetner; Ed Ames,
Morgana
King and 'nary others.

14Yearr Dow.lif• Dic...owd Stylus groraftroe. Tope
kspetiovipall jock. Lome recoee lore,. compodu.e...
Solid Sow, Amplifi•r•Turwr. foe**, AC6014 Too. Aro
ter sienosclupd prefilcs.on eh va,uabl• rocords.

I1.• PAMA10
Medal
676
23' Ore- 2.4 .6

Beautiful Moorish styling .
Advanced Automatic "Locked -in."
- Fine Tuning (AF T)
Big-screen
RCA color quality
now valuepriced

THIS 15
A STEAL!

NOW ONLY!

BONUS! 20 STEREO ALBUMS FREE!
WITH ANY STEREO CONSOLE

RCA...Big family-size screen!
Big-screen
space-miser
television

Portable
pleasure for the
action crowd

OUR BEST SELLING
BLACK AND WHITE
CONSOLE
AT $259.95

Here s happy viewing fo,
the whole family
big-screen luxury in a
space-saving lowboy
cabinet High
performance chassis.
And the price is like
finding money in the
Street

Model VLT-17

Big-screen viewing
pleasure . compact
portability
budget pleasing price. Why
settle for less when you
can have all this and
famous RCA quality too?

CUT TO

DRASTICALLY REDUCED
TO!

Ti. OFIONAIS
Model AL 206
19. dioe 184 se In

Ti. GLENDALE
elesSql CL 356
22' dm.. 282 sq. In. pockwe

SEVERALCOLOR PORTABLES AT SPECIAL
THIS IS JUST A SMALL PART OF THE MANY ITEMS NOW
ON SALE — EVERYTHING Is CUT TO NEAR COST. RADI
OS, PHONO, STEREO & PLAYERS, TV, STEREO, IN FACT
MUCH OF THIS MERCHANDISE 15 NEW, AND STILL
IN THE CARTON. SOME QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED, SO
HURR
Y, MAKE YOUR SELECTION TODAY. THIS SALE
ENDS SATURDAY NITE. HOWEVER IF YOU HAVE THE ITEM
IN YOUR HOME ON TRIAL, THE PRICE WOULD BE
USUALLY PICK UP ALL UNITS ON HOME DEMONSTR
HONORED THROUGH MONDAY WHEN OUR TRUCKS
ATION.

PHONE 753-1713

WARD AND ELKINS
"ON THE SQUARE"

-i

7
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TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
THURSDAY - MAY
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

EFFICIENCY DESK pad with
50 sheets of paper 22" wide by
17", 15 month calendar to
March 91, 1970, printed across
the top of each sheet. Regular
$2.80, Special price during May
only, $2.19. Ledger a Times
Office Supply Store. 14-12-NC

ONE GOOD USED five-foot
rotary cutter, $260.00. Billington-Forsee Tractor Co., East
Highway 104. Phone 753-2532.
11-10-C

8, 1889

RESOLUTION

WHEREAS, the Optimist Club
of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky is composed of members who reside within both the
County School and Murray
GARAGE SALE, Saturday at School Board Districts and and
1504 Partlane Drive. Phone 753- Optimist Club is aware of the
, AUAL ESTATE FOR SALE
REAL ESTATE POR SALE
situation thricerning real estate
-REAL ISTAT11 POE SALE
FOR RENT
14-10-C taxes and it's relationship to
CRUISER-Cluis-Craft, 75 H. P. 7832.
NOTICE
.LARGE AND ROOMY 4-bed 10 x
51 FOOT trailer on nice
Evinrude; trance; sleeps 5; 12 FT METAL
2-BEDROOM frame on Sharpe FOUlt.11/2)ROOM brick home a ELECTROLUX
room home, 2 full baths, fam- Lake-vi
BOAT, motor and education in the Calloway Coew lot hi Panorama, $4,SALES & Ser- sink, ice box, toilet, stove, trailer
Street. Recently re-decorated 1000 Sharp Street Ley
ily zoom, fenced back yard, 400.00.
with
all accessories. unty School Dietrict, and
at KS% vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. $1,500. In water at Slip
WHEREAS, said
inside and out. Priced at just No. 10th St To rent contact Y.
Optimist
10, Cheap. Contact Billy, 753-8206.
double carport and large loan. 3-BEDR
Sanders. Phone 382-3176, Ken -Lake. K. B. Small, Cadiz,
OOM brick, central air,
Club is vitally interested in
$8,000.00.
Can be assumed at 5 lol per- 2 baths,
Bob Gass, 16168. W. 10th Si, Lynnville, Ky.
M-10-C
on She-Wa, $25,500.00.
Ky.
June-2-C
522-3906.
developing the potential of all
14-8-C
cent.
Lauderdale, Fla. Plume 5343-BEDROOM brick on 10 acres A LARGE frame home with 2
1967 TRIUMPH 500(X, T-100 R, sohoologe children in said Coapartments. 2 bedrooms in each 5341.
FARM
BUREA
Office,
U
moved
TIC
DELUXE COUNTRY Eatate, 52 of land suitable for develop- apartm
KEEP your carpet beautiful de- Daytona blue. Bought new
ent, central gas heat. Allade unty, and
to new location. 309 South 5th
spite constant footsteps of a summer. Must see to believe
acres, 3-bedroom brick home ment, $30,000.00.
WHEREAS, it is apparent
so, a separate garage apart- NEW BRICK duplex. Two bed Street.
.
14-19-C busy family. Get Blue
with 2 haths. Fireplace, game. WATER
Lustre. Call 753-8193.
-FRONT LOT in Pine ment, recently remodeled. Lot moms, central beat and sirM-10-P that the best and highest delkne outlitaldings, and fine Bluff Shores, $3,500.
Rent
electric shampooer $1.
gree of efficiency in the opera00. Other is 75' x 965', located on Main conditioning, carpeted, large IT'S DOLLAR a Car load Night
Mid. Call us about this place. lots in Pine
M- 10-C ONE USED later model Pb tion of any school system can
closets and storage. Available at the Murray Drive-In Theatre Big K.
Bluff from $525.00 Street.
FOR THE SMALL family-2- and up. Choice
mower, 6 ft., $300.00. Billing be attained only by the wholeA 3-BEDROOM, 10' x 57' mo- now. Phone 7534575 before next Friday night ...The car SINGER automatic Zig-Zag
lots.
in ton-Foreee Tractor Co.,
bedroom brick ori South 7th 4-BEDR
hearted support, financial and
OOM frame on acre bile home on a 200' x 200' lot. 9:30 a. in. or after 4:90 p. in. with the most people in it will Walnut console. Makes all
fan- Highway 94. Phone 753-2532 otherwise, of such a school
Street. New carpet. Real nice. land.
receive a pass for future use
sy- ,
One of the best o/d houses Located in Roiling Acres SubM-8-C
cy zig-zig designs, plus makes
SHARP AS A BRIAR, &bed- in
at the Murray Drive-in ....
M-10-C stem. and
Calloway County, $12,500.00. diviaion.
button
holes,
blind
hems,
overTHREE
mom brick on barge lot. Carpet, Near Locust
-ROOMS and bath. Part- Everyone in the car will reWHEREAS, the Optimist Club
SPACIOUS 4-bedroom brick sitGrove.
casts, sews on buttons, mono- TWO-BEDROOM house trailer.
ly furnished. Stove, refrigeran ceive a pass.
electric heat, carport. In Mea- 3-BEDR
of Murray, Calloway County,
11-8-C grams, all without attachm
OOM brick, 2 baths, cen- uated on a 30 acre tract, 1 mile
1967
model, 8 x 42 foot. Good Kentucky is
ents.
dow Green Acres, You should tral
convinced that 3 .
heat and air, dishwasher. from the south city limits. or, and T. V. Phone 753-2329 ANN COLES
ON is now associat- 15 year guarantee. Pay final condition. Call after 5:00 p.
see inside this extra nice home. A real
vocational school is riot only
M-8-C
nice place for 82000.00 There are many opportunities
ed with the Hilltop Beauty Sa- balance of $48.56 or assume Mayfield, Kentucky, 247-1976. desirable
A REAL MONEY, in Meadow and you can
but that such an inpick your carpet in the development of this lisss NICE 3-ROOM furnished apart- lon, Charolette Grogan
14-19-P stitution will greatly benefit
Green Acres. 3-bedroom stone, color,
owner, monthly notes of $4.89. For free
on Keeneland.
•
Pest/.
ment
in
private
home
home,
trial
Hazel
quite
Highwa
call
Paduca
y.
h
For
442your lat*1 Wed baths, carpet. Pecan 55 ACRE FARM
SOYBEAN SEED, Hood, Kent, the youth in this County and
with a 3-bed- LOCATED just 2 miles from neighborhood. All utilities fur- est hair fashions and
collect.
8605
14-12-C
panelled kitcherntamily room. room brick
permWayne, Dare and Dyer. Mur- is indispensable in the elevahome. Well worth the Murray city limits, a fine nished including central heat anents call 753-5105
for appoint- 16 FOOT
Large living room with stone the money
60 acre farm, fenced, with good and air conditioning. Two ment.
Glaspar Ski Boat. 90 ray Warehousing Corporation, tion of the overall education of
at $21,000.
fireplace. Double carport and 70 ACRE
M- • horse Johnso
FARM with extra pasture, and a large stock barn. blocs from University. Couple
n motor. 0 n e Inc. Phone 753-8220. H-M-10-C the County.
large lot, city water. Let us nice brick
BE IT THEREFORE FtFSOL- home. Has outbuild- Pump and well, some equip- only. Phone 753-1589.
WILL
TRADE
Shell coins. Call brand new set of skis, 2 old sets,
14-8-C
show you thie one.
ings and corn and tobacco base. ment, and 29 head of Angus
2 gas tanks. Built-in radio. ONE GOOD USED Rotor-Tiller, VED that the Optimist Club of 753-2620.
14-10-C
PRICE REDUCED on this bea- Within 2
Phone 753-6762 after 5:00 p. m. three good used mowers, two ,Murray, Calloway County, Ken- '
miles of Murray You cattle are included with the HOUSE TRAILER, 52' x 1
uty at 1503 Story Avenue. 3- need to see
used air-conditioners. Bilbrey's, Lucky go an record in fully sup2% miles from Murray. $65.00
sale of this farm.
this at once.
M-12-P
bedroom brick. Huge walk-in 3-BEDROOM
210 MAUI Street.
SERVICES OFFERED
31-10-C porting the Calloway County
brick on Wiswell TUCKER REALTY & Insurance per month. Phone 753-6231 or
closets, 1% baths. Double car- Road, 1% baths,
1969 ZIG-ZAG in a brand new
and Murray School Board Disco., 502 Maple Street, Murray, 753-7856.
M-8-C
carpete
d
and
COMPLETE POODLE groom- cabinet. This machine makes
'a rt, central
heat and air. A Inlay that needs
tricts and all interested citino waxing. Ky. 7534342; Home phones:
WANTE
D
TO
ing.
BUY
Experie
nced
and reason- decorative designs, buttonholes,
location, too.
zens of Calloway County in the
Has family room and kitchen Donald R. Tucker 753-5020 REAL NICE new 2-bedro
om able prices. By appointment on- sews on buttons, monograms WANTED:
NICE 3.bedroom brick combination,
use of every honorable means
Bobby Grogan 753-4978, W. Paul apartment, cerami
Used
chest
only $20,000.
of
drawly.
c tile bath,
For appointment call 753- and embroderies. Needs no atveneer in Cirrarama. A nice 157 ACRE
to persuade each and every eitigood
ers,
conditi
on,
farm, stock barn, Dailey, Jr., 753-8702.
reasona
bly
air
conditi
oner, range. Now 2668 after 5:00 p. rn , M-9-C tachments. 25 year guarant
roomy home and is priced right. has 130
ee. priced. Phone 753-1916 and ask zzon of Calloway County involv- .
foot well, 90 acres in
ITC available. Phone 753-7457.
NEARLY NEW brick, 3J. cultivation.
Ideal for the beginning seam- for Miry, before 5:00
This
you
SENIO
can't
p. m. ed to vote in favor of the proR
COLLEGE student will
beroom, family room, utility, car- lieve,
M-12-C
HELP WANTED
stress or the devoted homeonly $20,000.00 near
do
odd
TENC posed educational tax.
jobs
around
your
home.
peted. In Bagwell Nissen 1% Story
This the 7th day of May,
FURNISHED 4-room apartment. Window washing, hedge trim- maker. Full balance, $32.22 or
Chapel Church._
WAITR
ESS
wanted
,
day
rhift Air
baths, carport and all nice.
$1.50 weekly. For free home WANTED: Good used boys bi- 1969.
2-BEDROOM with I .bath and bop wages, real good
conditioned, available in ming, etc. Phone 753-8390.
tips. Av June
PRETTY 3-bedroom brick on %
trial call Paducah 442-8605 col- cycle. Would prefer five or ten
W. PAUL DAILEY, TR.
for summer and fall sebasement home in Sake- siege wages and tips for 6
M-12-P lect.
day
speed. Phone 753-6030 after
Wisweil Road. Central beet sod way
PRESIDENT, MURRAY
Shores for the low price week above $75.00 per week. mester. Married couple only.
5-00 p. m..
air, carpeted. Very nice and of
OPTIMIST CLUB
TFNC
$10,600.00.
Kentucky Lake Lodge Renew- May be seen at Kelly's Pest WILL CLEAN up offices or 1968 MOBILE HOME, 64' x 12',
I reasonable.
Control at 100 South 13th St shop. Call 753-8470.
THIS YOU need to see at once. ant, Aurora, Ky. Phone
14-8-P 3 bedrooms, like new.
ITC
Priced
474Y brick, 3-bedroom home A 5-bedro
om brick home on =59.
1(-8-C NEED YARDS to mow. Call reasonable. Call 753-8481. 114P WANTED TO BUY OR RENT
M-8-C
on Sha-Wa Circle. Central heat Catalin
a with I% baths, central
FOR RENT OR LEASE
753-2587.
and air, 1% baths, walk-in clos- hest and
14-9-P 14 FOOT aluminum boat,
air for $18,500.00. WANTED, Salesman for ONE APARTMENT to one per
near- HOUSE TRAILER, 1 or 2 bedets. A comfortable and pretty A TRAIL
ER lot near New Pro- local retail store. Experience son or couple only. AISO I will WILL DO lime spreading ly new 20 horse Johnson motor. rooms. Write Tom Kaldy, 2212
Business Building
home.
Phone 753-7658.
vidence, already has light pole required. Ages 25 to 40. Apply have 2 or 3 trailers for rent Phone Johnny Orr 492-8637.
M4rOakland Avenue, Covington,
at
COMFORTABLE 3 - bedroom and septic
in own handwriting aiviog .ages. June 4, couples
4th and Sycamore Streets
only. Call
M-14-C. A WHITE Sewing Machine. Zig- Ky. 41014.
M-19-C
frame on Highway 121. One only 8950.00 tank ($950.00) yes mTfital atm', depend
ents and Brandon Dill, 753-2930 after
.
Formerly Crouse Auto
-acre lot. A nice place to live 2% ACRES
MINISTER would like cars to Lag with buttonholer. Hardly Tourists Like
of wooded lot a- two references. Apply in care. 4:00 p. m.
M-10-C wax.
SUPPLY -been
mid just amide city limits.
used,
excelle
nt
conditi
on.
$5.00 for cars, $6.00 for
bout 5 miles from Murray on of P. 0. Box 264 H, Murray,
Has Full Basement
Reason for selling moving over- Boys Town
NICE SHALL FRAME house on Pottertown
KY.
11-12-C TWO-BEDROOM duplex, unfur- wagons, you furnish wax. Will
Road, $2,500.00.
and
OMAHA, Neb. (UPI) - Boys
ilwar 121 inside city lits.
14-9-C
im
nished. Nice large yard. Stsve do a nice job. 469-2323. M-10-P seas. Phone 753-1872.
LOT NUMBER 10 and 11 in
Second Floor
Town, on the outskirts of
WANTED, lady to do baby sit- furnished.
lot and a real bargain. Sherwood Forrest
$80.00
per month.
, $1,600.00 and ting and light
Baxter BlIbrey
Price $8,500.00.
housework. Boy, Phone 753-2721. 1304 Peggy MCMILLEN SPECIALTY Weld- MUST SELL new 12' x 49' trail- Omaha, ii the state's top tourist
$2,100.00.
hone 753-5617 or 753-1257
ing. Heliart welding. Specialis- er, furnished, 2 bedrooms. attraction with approximately
5 years of age, girl 3 years. Ann
KEEN place on Keenelaad LOT
Drive.
NUMBER 347-12-14 and Monday
M-10-C ing in all types
after 5:00 p. m.
through Friday, 8:00
of aluminum Phone 753-7519 after 4:00 p. m. 250,000 to 300,000 visitors
Drive. Brick with 3-bedroom, 16 in
Camelot.
M-1014-13-C annyally.
a. in. on 5:00 p. in. For in. NEW two-bedroom duplex, cer- welding. Phone 753-7295.
den, 1% baths, central beat and 2 ACRES
of land and a 2 year formation
call 762-3802 days or arnic tile bath, air-conditioner.
air. Priced really right.
11-M-10-C WHAT MOTHER needs
old stone house with baseme
for
nt, 753-6130 nights.
*901)0 per mouth. Available
EXTRA NICE 3-bedrooni brick one bath,
Mother's Day-a puppy. Small
3 bedrooms, kitchen
mgc May 30. Phone 7538031. M-1
at 1509 Belmont. Central beat and den
Rat-Terrier
0C
s. Good companions
combination. You can't
WANTED TO RENT
and air,
beds. You will afford to miss this
for grandmothers. Phone 753home for AVON CALL/NG! lncreithed delike this hethe. Call us to see $23,000
NTED: One or two-bedroom 6505.
.00.
mand and newly created terri-14-10-C
it.
AUTOS FOR SALE
unfurnished house out of city
3-BEDROOM duplex, located tories call for more RepresentaTENNE
SSEE
Walkin
T LISTED: Another 3.bed- near college
g Horse,
limits on paved road. Mist have
. Just think each tives! Serve customers in terri- 1962 FORD
two years old, with saddle, halFairlane, 4-door, running water and
brick veneer. That you has 3
bath. Rent ter and
bedrooms. On Dodson, tory of your own. Act at once! six-clin
will want to see. Priced for the $30,500
der, $140.00. Phone 753- reasonable. Phone
bridle. All for $200.00.
.00.
753-1916 beFor interview in your home, 3143
after 6:00 p. in.
medium income family.
M-5-P fore 5:00 p. in., and ask for Pony horse, 4 years old, $5000.
JUST LISTED a 3-bedroom write or call Mrs. Evelyn L
750.
Riding - horse. $100.00. Belinda
GOOD 20 acre farm with 7- aluminium
Mary.
siding. Hari large den Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist 440,
TFNC Yeager. Call
room frame house. All neces- and
753-4953 after 2:30
kitchen, one bath and 2. Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky.
A Boom Town Bargain, almost one city block in
saa-y outbuildings. Fish pond, car
M-14-P
1962 NOVA 2-door hardtop, 6- WANTED: 3-bedroom house, p. m.
garage. Just before you get 42084. Phone 965-3963.
in or out of city limits. Must
Cumberland City, 225 feet fronting on Main Highgood fence, 1,4 mile off Irving to Martin
cylinde
r
automst
ic. 1963 ChevChapel and it is on
TENT-STYLE _Camper Trailer.
Highway on Irving Cobb Road, a beautiful
way. Gcod location for most any kind of business.
rolet Van, very good condition. have bath and running water. Call 753-3903 or see
1% acre lot, $24,at 1305
Phone
753-499
$11,000.00.
6.
PIE
MAKER
14-9-C
Wanted. Full time Call 753-8095 after 6:00 p.
000.00.
South
Price
16th
is reasonable.
Street.
40 ACRE FARM on Pottertown AT 307
South 15th we have a employment. Triangle Inn, Mur
M-8-P HE!.?! Nice family WITH
14-ID-C
3 miles from Murray. 3-bedroom, one
ray,
Ky. Apply in person. Ovei
C-HIIIDREN
bath house and
20 Acres with home site and spring and new black
urgently
needs
rot frame home with bath. an efficie
14-10-C DUE TO Uncle Sam, must sell large modern house to rent. 1964 CHEVROLET pick-up 14ncy apartment in 18 years of age.
top road, near Cumberland City Steam Plant. A
my
Good land and good outbuild- back for
1968 Dodge Coronet 440.
ton truck, long wheel base, 6
only $16,500.00.
Call 753-7790.
EXPERIENCED body repair- Blue with white vinyl
14-14-C cylinder.
ings, $18,000.00.
real bargain at $3,000.00, 1/3 down.
top. AuAlso 327 motor for
IN ONE of the finest locations man
needed. Phone 753-6000. tomatic, power steering,
NEAR MURRAY-23% acres on In Murray
$50.00. Phone 753-8074 after
re
, this 3-bedroom, 1%
Pottertown Road, 2% miles east bath with
M-14-C dio. Low mileage. Local car.
Special! 100 acres on Blood River, 15 miles south
AUCTION SALE
4:30 p. in,
M-10-C
lots of extra rooms
Call 753-7402.
of Murray, city water. Excel- on Keenel
14-8-C BIG AUCTI
Murray, near Buchanan. 35 acres pasture and
of
and for the low prite ATTENTION LADIES! Judy
ON Sale, Saturday ONE USED late model Ford
lent for a trailer court.
of $23,000.00.
Lee Jewels needs regional manMay
hay
land Good spring and lots of gc3d timber
10,
1969,
10:00
mower,
a.
7
m.,
1966
at
ft $300.00. BillingtonLAKE PROPERTY:
CHEVROLET Caprice, 42-BEDROOM on Mayfield High- ager in this area. $150.00 a
the late Elmer Wilkinson home, Forsee Tractor Co., East Highdoor
Bargai
CENTER RIDGE, just listed. way in
n priced, $10,750.00, 1/3 down.
hardtop
.
Air,
power
steerweek plus commisaion expenses.
the
310 South 16th Street, Murray, way 94, Phone 753-2532 M-10-C
Extra nice cottage, 5 rooms and district only commercial zone Free
car if you can qualify. ing, vinyl top, $1,850.00. Phone Ky. Complete house of
$18,000
.
furniloath on, water front. 220 ft A COMME
Phone 489-2303.
105 acre cattle and hog farm. Cabin and plenty of
14-8-C ture,
RCIAL Lot where Call Paris 642-5.102.
14-14-C
appliances, cooking uten- LIKE NEW 28 foot Pontoon.
Itontage. Modern and air-con- Mr. Thurma
buildings. 30 acres good river bottom land, 22
out
n did his coal busLots
of extras. Must see to ap1967 AUSTIN HEALY 3000 sils, china, glass and antiques.
ditioned, electric heat.
in, has railroad spur and a WANTED: Responsible person Mark III,
acre
preciat
corn base. One end on good gravel road, other
e.
Phone
3
753-898
bedroo
4.
m
M-10-C
white
suites,
living
convert
room
ible.
PINE BLUFF SHORES. We building
that is in need of re- with car to deliver Sunday Mint condition. Price
end over-looking beautiful Barkley Lake with
$2350.00. suite, nice ,dinette set, st:ve, TWO END TABLES,
have watentront and water. pair, only
Courier-Journal motor route,
coffee ta$7,000.00.
Phone 7534996.
view Wks.
14-12-C refrigerator, coffee table and ble and lamp table, in
beautiful valley and road through center of farm
A 2-BEDROOM frame, with one out of Murray.Profit approxigood
end tables, chest of drawers,
NICE 001TAGE on water-front bath, utility,
to lake. For farming or recreation. This is a good
large living room, mately $20-00 per week. Write 1966 FAIRLANE GTA, 390-335 nice little oak buffet, treddle condition, $75.00. Phone 753lot, furnished and ready to kitchen and
David Thomas, P. 0. Box 1255, H. P. One
6015.
owner. Have 2 cars sewing adachine, quilts,
14-10-C
dining room, 3
Investment at $22,500.00, with reasonable down
linens,
live in. Has electric heat. Sire- large
M-10-C must sell. Call 7534105 after old picture
closets. City water by Paducah, Kentucky.
frames,
camel
*ace and beautiful wooded lot. the house,
back
payment.
4:30
p. in.
but not hooked on.
14-10-C trunk, flat irons; nice, old china,
_ANOTHER nice 2-bedroom cot- $5,500.00.
FOR RENT OR SALE
ACIVel from N e w
jars,
bottles.
One old painting
337i acres good investment property, 100 acres
1960
tageCHEVROLET, two-ton extra
Hope Church.
nice. Lots of other antiqLARGE MOBILE Home, air-con- truck. Two-speed axle.
with
ith large carpeted WE HAVE a 3-bedro
permanent pasture, 50 acres bottom, 22 acres corn
This
ue
om
items. For information call
brick, ditioner, dish washer, washer, truck has
Inlit on. furnished and carpeted
been checked thorand 1% baths, central dryer.
base, balance timberland, poplar timber estimated,
Available immediately. oughly and is in perfect condi- Otto Cheater Auction Service,
on 3 I. Superb view of the heat and
air, op Glendale Road For couples
Lynn
Grove,
$6000.
Ky.,
00 Watered by good spring, 4 ponds and well.
435-404
2.
lake.
or professional tion. Fifteen foot grain bed.
for the unbellivable low price
CATFISH BUFFET
people only. Phone 753.8084. Oornmercial license Bilbrey'
1TP
KENIANA SHORES, beautiful of $25,000
room
6
frame home, plenty of out buildings. Beau.
s,
.00. Just imagine.
- at water-front lot, another across WAYNE
)11-14-C Phone 753-5617.
111-10-C
tiful
valley
view. Only ij miles from beautiful
WILSON Insurance,
SHE
HOLIDAY INN
the street. Both are fine lots. Real
LOST & FOUND
Estate and Auction Co.
Barkley Lake and Loon Bay, for the best in fishEvery Friday Night
1959 CHEVROLET station waPANORAMA SHORES - one We have
2 full time sales peogon. Lots of good dependable FOUND.
5-10 p.m.
lot with septic tank already in. ple
ing and all other water sports. Price $39,000.00,
. . . Thursday night
and you can get them at
service, $150.00. Phone 753- at the Boone
Ckittlah
Plenty of shade, one nice con 202
Coin
Laundr
down.
1/3
y,
South 4th Street or call
4..
6393.
tage, furnished and ready to
HuabliaznPies
14-10-C 1308 Main Street, Murray: a
753-3263 days or Wayne Wilson
French
Fried
Potatoe
s
fast
easy
way
to
wash great-big
See, call or write . . .
1967 VOLKSWAGEN station wahome, 753-5088. Edna Stark
Ove in. Beautful water view.
Cole Slaw
gon. Low mileage. Garage car. shag rugs-in their giant-sized
NEAR CHANDLER PARK - Knight home, 7534910. M-9-C
coin-op
erated washers. Reward:
All You non Pan
Like new. Excellent condition.
20 acres wooded land adjoinSee at Ward-Elkins or call 753- for 50r, rugs look new again.
ONLY ...
ing T. V. A. contour line. PricFree parking.
M-14-C
TWO-BEDROOM frame house,
1706.
ed to sell.
M-10
C
LOST:
P.O. Box 233
Pony,
Clarksville, Tenn.
10
months
old,
GATEWAY DEVELOPMENT- South 8th extended. ConvenROACHES
1961 OLDSMOBILE. Good con- with
lent location. An ideal first
5 beautiful
Carry
black spots. Strayed from
Germs
watersfront lots.
Phone 645-4635 or 647-8607
dit4011- Must sell. Phone 753 Doug Shoemaker's farm.
Some of the best we have seen. home, in a good neighborhood
* Delight In Every
SPIDERS
Call
Eitel
3230.
Phone
753406
0
after
5:00
M - 1 Os: 492-8576.
p. m.
COMMERCIAL - We have an
Are Poison
M-10-C
Ite
)4-10-C
assortment of Murray's finest
TERMITES
Eat Your Home
commercial lots.
YOU don't see what you
100 x 180 FOOT wooded lot in
•
Locally owned and operatwant-cell us. We may have
Camelot Subdiviaion. Phone ed for 20 years.
just the piece of your dreams.
We can be
7534090 after 5:00 p. m. M-10-C reached 34
hours a day.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
-etrUT
E'/ES IS 50
STAND STILLYA
needs, conic by or call GUY
BLINDED'T'A
CallToday For FREE
LITTLE. RASCAL!! METHODS ARE
HARD,
L/
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
MUDDERS TEARS,
inspection
STOP TKASIN'
SPANN, REAL ESTATE AG- full air conditioning, all elecIN LINE \4ITI-1 MODERN
rho% 733-3914
I
CAN'T
SILK
Yook MU
ENCY at 518 West Main, Na. tric, Large living-dining r o o Di
ER!?
Member Chamber of
REHABILITATION fr
STRAIGHT
tional Hotel Building. Business combination, large kitchen and
C
Commerce and Builders
Phone 753-7724, Home Phone: utility storage area, carport, on
Association. LCP-196
Guy Spann, 753-2687; Louise extra large lot. Near Robert753-2409; Onyx Ray, son School. By owner. Call 75319, Gary Young, 753-8109. 1292 days or 7534713 nights.
M-10-C
)4-8-C

1

Ft.

perRCA
rnsole Color
111 Advanced
tomatIc
ocked-in"
ie Tuning
I's RCA color quality
the luxury of
lanced Automatic
Siedon'ifozie Tuning
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I Cil-660
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Boom Town Bargains

A
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In and Around Cumberland City,
Dover and Erin

* Your Guide to *

:HOICE

ID SET
EDUCED

GOOD EATING

J. H. Austin, South-Land Real Estate

ICES
CT

,KY.

$1.50

ur Abner

by Al Capp.

MADAMg-YouR

It;

4 OR 6 ACRES of land with TWO-BEDR
OOM house, comor without trailer, near Ken- pletely
redecorated, wall-to-well
tucky Lake at Aurora. Also has carpeting.
storage buildings. An ideal on Olive Ready to move into
Street. phone 753weekend hide away. Phone 474- 8119
or 7534209.
14-8-C
2230.
M-10-C

KELLY'S PEST*
CONTROL
Phone 753-3914
Leaned 1011 Is. lfati
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Wall Street
Chatter

R

LEDGER & TIMES —

NURIL•lr, ILINTUOKY

Away With
Town Dump

GRAND OPENING SALE

NEW YORK (UM) — A new
method of disposing of milk&
not only espedisil to take a

NSW YORK
—
Most interest as en adicMer
step toward ridding raideersos.lItiedre Ii
market
areas of that Ion-tine eyemites Service observes that sore the neighborhood dump -po smeleinsd prim advance ut also to increase land values.
takes place without a mistsIndustrial
Resources
of
tied buildup in abort interest America, Inc., (IRA)a leader in
prior to or en the es:1y part of fast-growing new
industry. is
the iimsed movement. Dis- ow licensing
its solid (non-gar
counting for the seasonal
bage) waste handling concept,
tortion which occurs toward the with
licensees either le.aaing or
end of mob year, and
buy mg the company 's equipment
distortion related to the norAke sewage dasposal, solid
Peet of oberlfen and °N
W
'
waste solutions have been virtu*Was In ran
"
"
us
'linsd
"
Sit non-existent Today, howWon
12
11112 ,ever some 20 firms are selling
klereg
than it hes lims reported. Sheet refuse handling equipment.
atlas would have to Scrams IRA has devek,ped
a :omplete
."insioehrely." cenekelering the rubbish removal
service package
gaitmenely berry slime lest involving:
collecting trash via
week. in order to offer much
"tilt carts" at points of refuse
import for a sehMetnehle marine rally at this time, the firm generation in a plant, *Muscling
it into compactors where hy
lieints out.

CONTINUES
SHOP EVERY
DEPT. FOR TOP VALUES
WADERS-6-12
510.47
Stocicin
am7rot

raulic rams cram it into contain• A word of mei= is in ord- ers, salvage-separating it,, and
nr, though busing inthaiesis then shredding the residue in
Is a. kw_,,.damiegmett. grinders preparatory to hauling
Ns:ander
Instiente to disposal sites.

phserves. Bed nese could cause
sharp drops in the mutat, bemuse the blebs, Mock pekes
kia the more vulnerable they
. it says. Part of the
Is current strength is
because it Mused to go down
-en nil the had news which cams
M March and April, the firs
idds.

11=

Teasel, Paturick & Ostrom
believes the market has &cisNeely reaffirmed its intermediate direction—upeani Many
"former flyers" have once agide become active and other
Meuse which had been trading
within nerTOW ranges have now
moved above acceptance ifffOIL the analyst metes The prohsbiliise of a chance well into
appear excellent, the

.p

WADERS
5+ M+ L+ XL

And what dues trash disposal
have to do with real rstate sal-

at only $1.97

Dumping
hr
compa(-ted,
chemi-allv treated rubbish residue in 'a sanitary landfill. or
-dump-and-cover' - a sophisticated version of the old open
clump -- helps to create instead
of destroy usable Land speKe.
Instead of ly ing idle for years,
these sites can thus be built
upon, with consequent increases
in values. ‘nd the wwfulness of
the landfill is ritended far be-

»hat is roitononl accepted todaN, as a normal life span.

2 Speed
5 Year Warranty

week, E. F. Hunan & Co., notes,
Peratis signaling that an incision* number of issues were

$14.11
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asstimi wide resistance. FurThe number of individual new lige
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ALL COLORS

DINNERWARE
Reg. $19.„
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20 GALLON

Anwar to Todorfigh Pugh
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20"
LAWN
MOWER
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